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RICHARD S., CYNTHIA R., VALDINA ) CASE NO:
R., and ROES 1 through 800, )
individually an.c OP. behalf of all ̂
those similarly situated by
WILLIAM CABLE, M.D. as Guardian
ad Litem

Plaintiffs,

vs.

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL )
SERVICES OF THE STATE OF )
CALIFORNIA, FAIRVIEW )
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER, SOUTH )
COAST REGIONAL PROJECT, KAR30R )
REGIONAL CENTER, REGIONAL CENTER )
OF ORANGE COUNTY, SAN DIEGO )
REGIONAL CENTER, SOUTH CENTRAL )
LOS ANGELES REGIONAL CENTER, )
WESTS IDE REGIONAL CENTER, DENNIS )
G. AMUNDSON, as Director of the )
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL )
SERVICES STATE OF CALIFORNIA, )
HUGH KOHLER, as Executive )
Director of FAIRVIEW )
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER, LILIA TAN )
FIGUEROA, M.D., as Medical )
Director of FAIRVIEW )
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER, DAWN )
LEMONDS as director of SOUTH )
COAST REGIONAL PROJECT, and Does )
1 through 500, inclusive, )

)
Defendants )

DECLARATION OF DAVID J.
STRAUSS, Ph.D., FASA, IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER AND
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Date: March 20, 1997
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: Federal District
Court, Santa Ana, California



I, DAVID J. STRAUSS, declare:

1. That I am a research statistician working in the area of

epidemiology and that I am professor of Statistics at the

University of California, Riverside, California. I am not a

physician and surgeon.

2. That If called as a witness in a Court of law I could and

would testify to the following facts which are of my own

personal knowledge: I

3. That I obtained my bachelor's degree, with first class

10 honors, from Cambridge University. Thereafter, I obtained my

11 Masters and Ph.D. degrees in statistics from Sussex University

12 in the United Kingdom.

13 4. That attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit #1

14 is a true and correct copy of my latest curriculum vitae.

15 5. That I have twenty five (25) years experience in research,

16 teaching, publishing and working in the fields of theoretical

17 and applied statistics. I am presently engaged in epidemiologic

18 research at the "Life expectancy Project", U.C., Riverside.

19 6. That for the past seventeen (17) years our research group

20 at the University of California, Riverside has received and

21 analyzed "client data" provided to us by the California

22 Department of Developmental Services ("DDS") regarding

23 Californians with developmental disabilities.

24 7. That for a number of years our research and analysis of the

25 California DDS client data at UCR has been supported by a

2 6 substantial grant from the National Institutes of Health in

27 Washington, • D.C. ("NIH").

28

8. That the Department of Statistics and the "Life Expectancy



Project" at UCR is recognized as one of the leading research

centers, if not the leader, regarding the study of mortality and

morbidity of the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled

in the United States and Canada.

9. That some time shortly after its execution in February,

1994, I became aware of the class action settlement in the

"Coffelt Agreement" which called for expedited

deinstitutionalization of ivo thousand (2000) developmentally

disabled clients from California Developmental Centers.

10. That I was unaware in 1994 for—s-iikis)-of any study

published, commissioned or performed by the California DDS

10

11

12 concerning comparative mortality between the institutions and

13 clients discharged into community placement.

14 11. That shortly thereafter, on or about July, 1994, I provided

15 a senior DDS official with a copy of our groups manuscript

16 entitled "The Prediction of Mortality in Children with Severe

17 Mental Retardation The Effect of Placement" which was recently

18 published in slightly revised form in the peer reviewed October,

19 1996 edition of the American Journal of Public Health (attached

20 hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit #2) is a true and

21 correct copy of said article).

22 12. That this study demonstrated "Own home residence and

23 community care facilities have an estimated 25% higher risk-

24 adjusted odds on mortality than institutions and health

25 facilities".

26 13. That on or about January, 1995, we permitted some copies of

27 our additional study; "Strauss, DJ and Kastner, TA (1996).

28 "Comparative mortality of people with mental retardation in



institutions and the community." American Journal on Mental

Retardation. 101" to be circulated (attached hereto and

incorporated herein as Exhibit #3 is a true and correct copy of

said article).

14. That in this study "Risk-adjusted mortality rates in

institutions and the community in California from 1980 through

1992 were compared with the aim of improving our understanding

of the capacity of the community health system to support

deinstitutionalization. Risk-adjusted odds on mortality were

estimated to be 72% higher in the community than in

institutions".

15. That I have beer, informed and believe that such article,

prior to its July 1996 publication date, was on or about

January/February 1995, widely circulated in the developmental

centers and its results known to the DDS, regional center and

developmental center personnel.

16. That in October, 1996, our department produced a follow-up

report (not published) " Strauss, DJ, Kastner, TA, Shavelle, R

"Comparative Mortality in institutions and in the community:

Additional findings" which we provided to the DDS. Such study

used a simpler method of calcualtion, did not use "statistical

modelling" as used in our earlier study and is widely used in

the epidemiologic community; "Using the different methodology,

we found that community care in 1985-92 was associated with a

74% increase in mortality — a result strikingly close to the

earlier one. This is evidence that the previous result was not

an artifact of the statistical procedures. For 1993-94, there

was an 82% increase in mortality odds associated with the
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community. This may be viewed as an independent confirmation of

our previous findings, since the 1993-94 data have no overlap

with the study period we used in Strauss and Kastner (1996).

Further, the 1993-94 experience i^ relatively recent and is much

more representative of the current situation" (attached hereto

and incorporated herein as Exhibit #4 is a true and correct copy

of the additional findings report).

17. That all raw data used in the above referenced studies and

in the follow up report were obtained from the DDS itself and

and from California public records containing vital statistics.

18. That I have personally spent hundreds of hours of hands on

work in collecting, organizing, analyzing, preparing and

drafting for publication the above referenced studies and

10

11

12

13

14 reports.

15 19. That the methodology used in the article enti t led "Strauss,

16 DJ and Kastner, TA (1996). "Comparative mortality of people with

17 mental retardation in inst i tut ions and the community." American

18 Journal on Mental Retardation, 101* was peer reviewed by ten

19 (10) highly respected scient is ts in the field from three (3)

20 separate sc ient i f ic journals prior to i ts publication in. " .

2 1 O c t o b e r , 1 9 ' 9 6 . / r " . - : •• .- ••" ; " X --'.'^ '' '"•'•' '' '•. ; :

22 20. That the methodologies used in all our publications and the

23 follow up report are widely accepted throughout the statistical

24 and epidemiological communities.

25 21. That since the preparation of the above referenced articles

2 6 I have presented our data to several university departments and

27 at a meeting at the Centers for Disease Control ("CDC") in

28 Atlanta, Georgia.



22. That on or about February, 1997 I was provided with a copy

of a packet of purported letters (attached hereto and

incorporated herein as Exhibit #5 and entitled "Department of

Developmental Services Correspondence to and from Dr. Strauss

January 199 7" is said packet) which I am informed and believe

was publically circulated as a "hand out" at a DDS meeting.

23. Following conversations with NIH â 4-. a request^by the

California Attorney General, on May 15, 1996, (Sx.#5) to NIK

under the Freedom of Information Act for documents relating to

UCRs NIH grant.

23. Since providing this grant information to the California

Attorney General (pursuant to the DDS request) the NIK has not

renewed grant funding.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the

State of California and of the United States that the foregoing

is true and correct.

Dated:

At:
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DAVID J. STRAUS'S, Ph.D. - Declarant



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
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EUVERSEDE. CALIFORNIA 925210133DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS
FAX- (909) T3T-323S

February 19 9 7
Curriculum Vitae: David Strauss

Professor, Department of Statistics, Univ. of
California, Riverside, Riverside CA 92521.
(909) 787-4631.

Director of the Statistical Consulting Center
at UC Riverside.

Current Position:

B.A., Mathematics (with First Class Honors),
Cambridge University, England, 1963.

M.S., Statistics, Sussex University, England,
1969.

Ph.D., Statistics, Sussex Univ., England,
1971.

1971-present: on faculty of Statistics
Department, U. C. Riverside.

Elected Fellow of the American Statistical
Association, 1992.

Some 70 articles, mostly peer-reviewed. See
attached bibliography.

Education:

Employment:

Honor:

Publications:

Epidemiological studies in mental retardation/
developmental disabilities.

Primary research:

Statistics theory (probability modelling;
spatial statistics) .

Statistical consulting and applications. Has
published more than 25 papers on statistical
applications in sociology, psychology,
anthropology, geology and forestry.

Other research:



Teaching:

Dr. Strauss has taught virtually all the courses offered by the
statistics department. In recent years, he has specialized in large
introductory undergraduate statistics, and in consulting and data
analysis at the graduate level.

Was founder of the Statistical Consulting Center at UC Riverside in
1983.

Designed and implemented classes in consulting and analysis of data
for statistics graduate students statistics at UCR.

Designed and implemented a graduate class in biostatistics/
epidemiology for students statistics at UCR.

Editorial consultant for the following journals:

American Antiquity
American Journal on Mental Retardation
American Statistician
Annals of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics
Applied Statistics
Behavior Science Research
Biometrics
Biometrika
Communications in Statistics
International Journal of Wildland Fires
Journal of Applied Probability
Journal of Mathematical Psychology
Journal of the American Statistical Association
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.
Mathematical Geology
Mathematical Sociology
Mathematical Reviews
Psychometrika
Social Networks



Invited presentations on mental retardation/ developmental
disability.

Department of Pediatrics, University of British
Columbia. "Prognosis for survival and improvement
in function of children with severe developmental
disability."

February 19S7

February 1997 Department of Physiatry, Uiversity of British
Columbia. "California research on persons with
mental retardation: experiences with a large data
base."

February 1597 Department of Epidemiology and Public Health,
University of British Columbia. "Patterns of
mortality of persons with developmental disability:
comparison of institutions and the community."

February 1997 Department of Statistics, University of British
Columbia. "Coping with confounding: lessons from
the California mental retardation data base."

January 1997 Langley-Porter Institute,
"Patterns of mortality
developmental disability."

UC San Francisco,
of persons with

January 1997 Department of Statistics, UC Riverside. "Coping
with confounding: lessons from the California
mental retardation data base."

September 1996 Ontario CA: "Tracking persons with developmental
disability who left developmental centers, 1993-
95." Presentation to joint meeting of CASHPCR,
CAPT, and allied groups.

September 1996 Minneapolis MN: Poster presentation ("Prognosis for
survival and improvement of children with severe
developmental disability"). Annual meeting of the
Child Neurological Society; with Dr. Stephen
Ashwal.

Sacramento CA: presentation at meeting of the
California Association of Psychiatric Technicians,
and allied groups. "Mortality studies at UC
Riverside."

Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta Georgia:
"Research at UC Riverside in developmental
disability."

April 1996

March 1996



Chaired session on "Adulthood and Aging", and gave
presentation on recent mortality research, at the
annual conference on theory and research in mental
retardation, Gatlinburg TN.

Plenary speaker at the annual meeting of the
California Chapter of the Association for Retarded
Citizens, San Francisco CA.

Presentation at meeting of the Sonoma chapter of
CASHPCR (parents' association at the developmental
center), Sonoma CA.

March 1996

March 1996

August 1995

Chair of session and presenterJune 1995 talk at the
annual meeting of the American Association on
Mental Retardation, San Francisco CA.

Poster presentation at the annual meeting of the
American Association on Mental Retardation, San
Francisco CA.

Presentation at meeting of the Fairview chapter of
CASHPCR (parents' association for children in
Fairview developmental center), Costa Mesa CA.

June 1995.

March 19 9 5



Legal Experience

1991-1993: Statistical consultant and expert witness for
Milberg Weiss et al., acting for plaintiffs in the
Stringfellow acid pits litigation. The work
included analysis of effect of Stringfellow on
houses prices and analysis of medical effects on
local residents.

1993: Consultant for McMenamin and Bennett, San Diego.
The statistical issues concerned inferences about
defective construction in a large housing ccnplex,
based on a snail sanrale of observations.

1991-1992: Expert witness for defense (Morton Galane) in
breach of contract suit against liqour suppliers in
Las Vegas. Worked with statistical projections of
lost profits.

1992: Consultant for Milberg, Weiss in a lawsuit
concerning the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station. The statistical issues concerned the
analysis of data on the station's environmental
ir.pact.

1974: Expert witness in a Riverside CA murder' trial, re.
statistical issues of bias in racial composition of
jury panels.



Recent s tat is t ical consulting experience.

Primary activity; Key Investigator on $2,000,000 grant from the
National Institute "of Health (1/1992 to 1/1996, with small
continuation funding through 1/1997) for epidemiological studies of
issues related to developmental disability.

Other recent work

US Forest Service: Statistical consultant since 1974. Forest
Service grant ($39,000, during period 1988-89) for statist ical
analysis on effects of air pollution. Recent projects concern
models for attack on forest fires, and a Bureau of Land Management
grant ($60,000 for 199 2-93) to study the statistics of lightning
strikes and their relations to fires. A similar continuation grant
was awarded for 1S93-94. Current work (1996-97): contract for
s ta t i s t ica l modelling/simulation of fire seasons.

1983-39: Recipient of a National Science Foundation grant for
collaborative work on problems in geological s ta t is t ics .

1990-1992: Statistical consultant for Hewlett-Packard (work on the
analysis of customer satisfaction surveys) .

1992-93: Received a grant from the US Department of Agriculture,
for work on statist ical problems in estimation of soil salinity.

1993-94: Awarded an additional National Science Foundation grant
for related collaborative work in geological s ta t is t ics .



BI3LI0GRAPHY - David Strauss

I. Published

1. Strauss, DJ. "independence of Variables in Numerical
Taxonomy." Systematic Zcolccv (1971), 12,470-471.

2. Strauss, DJ. "Analysis of Drug Effects on Eocy Temperature."
Biometrics (1971), ".17, 721-724.

3. Strauss, DJ. "Classif icacicr. Techniques." Collective
Phenomena. (1972) 1, 119-125.

4. Strauss, DJ. "Analyzing binary lattice data with the
nearestneighbor property." Journal of Applied Probability
(1975) , 12, 702-7*12.

5. Strauss, DJ. "A model for clustering." Bioinetrika (1975), 62,
467-475.

6. Strauss, DJ. and M. Orans. "Mighzy Sifts: A critical appraisal
of solutions to Galton's problems and a partial solution (with
reply)." Current Anthropolocv (1975), If, 573-594.

7. Strauss DJ. "Clustering on colored lattices." Journal of
Applied Probability (1977), L4, 135-143.

8. Strauss DJ. "Runs of occupied cells." Biometrika (1977), 64,
170-171.

9. Strauss DJ. "Measuring endcgar.y." Social Science Research
(1977), 6, 225-245.

10. Strauss DJ. "Evaluation of Classification Techniques."
Trabaios de Estadistica (1977), 2J3, 167-182.

11. Ziemer RR and DJ Strauss. "A statistical approach to
-instrument calibration." U.S.D.A. Forestry Service Technical
Report (1978).

12. Strauss DJ and M. Orans. "Residence and descent is hyper-
diffusional?" Behavior Science Research (1973), 12, 1-24.

13. Strauss DJ and M. Orans. "Reply to Commentators" and "On the
Cluster Reduction Method." Behavior Science Research (1978),
11, 51-63.

14. Strauss DJ "Some results on random utility models." Journal
of Mathematical Psychology C1979), 2_0, '35-52.



15. Strauss DJ "Chance in Guttinan Scaling." Social Science
Research (1930) 9, 75-32.

16. Strauss DJ "Choice by Features." British Journal of
Mathematical and Statistical Psychology (1931), 34. 50-61.

17. Strauss DJ "Testing Partial Correlations When the Third
Variable is Measured in Error." Educational and Psychological
Measurement (1931), 4JL, 349-353.

13. Robertson CA and DJ Strauss. "A Characterization Theorem for
Randon Utility Variables." Journal of Mathematical Fsvcholocv
(1931), 22, 134-139.

IS. Strauss, DJ and AX Romney. "Log-linear Multiplicative Models
for the Analysis of Endogamy." Ethnology (1932), 21/ 79-99.

20. Strauss, DJ and DN Neal. "Biases in the Step-point Method en
Bunchgrass Ranges." Journal of Range Management (1983), 36,
623-626.

21. Strauss DJ "The Ha-_-r.ersley-Clif ford Theorem." Invited
contribution to the Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences. NL
Johnson and S Kotz, editors, (1983), 2, 570-572.

22. Strauss DJ "Luce's Choice Axiom and Generalizations." Invited
contribution to Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences. NL
Johnson and S Kotz, editors, (1935), 5_, 167-170.

23. Frank O. and DJ Strauss. "Markov Graphs." Journal of the
American Statistical Association (1986), 81/ 832-842.

24. Strauss DJ "A General Class of Models for Interaction."
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Review (1986),
21, 513-527.

25. Strauss DJ "Random Utility Models." Invited contribution to
Encvclooedia of Statistical Sciences, NL Johnson and S Kotz,
editors, (1986), 2, 572-573.

26. 'Strauss, DJ and EC Arnold. "The Rating of Players in Racquet-
ball Tournaments." Journal of the Roval Statistical Society,
Series C. (Applied Statistics), 1987, 21, 163-73.

27. Arnold BC and DJ Strauss. "3ivariate distributions with
Exponential Conditionals." Journal of the American Statistical
Association (1988) , 8J., 522-527.

28. Strauss, DJ and PM Sadler. "Stochastic Models for the
Completeness of Stratigraphic Sections." Mathematical
Geology (1939), 21/ 37-59.



29. Strauss DJ and LC Freeman (1989). "Stochastic Modeling and the
Analysis of Structural Data." In Research Methods in Social
Network Analysis, eds. LC Freeman, AX Rornney, and D White, pp.
135-183. George Mason University Press.

30. Strauss DJ and PM Sadler. "Classical Confidence Intervals and
Bayesian Probability Estimates for Ends of Local Taxon
Ranges." Mathematical Geolocrv (1989), 2_1, 411-427.

31. Strauss DJ, L Bednar, and R Mees. "Do 1% of Forest Fires Cause
99% of the Damage?" Feres:: Science. (1989) . 35. 319-328.

32. Kemple WG, Sadler PM, and DJ Strauss. "A Constrained
Optimization Solution to the Stratigraphic Correlation
Problem." In Statistical Application in the Earth Science, ed.
F? Agtenberg & GF Bonham Carter; Geological Survey of Canada,
Paper 89-9, pp. 417-425 (1939).

33. Sadler PM and DJ Strauss. "Estimating Stratigraphic Complete-
ness from Stochastic Models and Empirical Data." Journal of
the London Geological Society. (1990), 147. 471-485.

34. Strauss DJ and M Ikeda. "Pseudolikelihood Estimation for
Social Networks." Journal of the American Statistical
Association, (1990), S_5, pp. 204-212.

35. Bednar L, R Mees and DJ Strauss. "Fire Suppression
Effectiveness For Simultaneous Fires: An Examination of Fire
Histories". Western Journal of Applied Forestry, (1990), 5_,
pp. 16-19.

36. Arnold BC and DJ Strauss. "3ivariate Distributions with
Conditionals in Prescribed Exponential Families", Journal of
the P.cval Statistical Society", B, 53, (1991), pp. 365-376.

37. Clyde MC and DJ Strauss. "Logistic Regression for Spatial
Pair-potential models." In Soatial Statistics and Imaging, ed.
A. Pcssolo (1991) , pp. 14-30, IMS Lecture Notes - Monograph
Series. IMS: Hayvard, Calif.

33. -Arnold BC and DJ Strauss. "Pseudolikelihood Estimation: Some
Examples." Sankhva. 53 (1991), 233-43.

39. Mees, RM and DJ Strauss. "Allocating Resources to Large
Wildland Fires: a model with Stochastic Production Rates."
Forest Science. 38. (1991), pp. 842-853.

40. Strauss DJ "The Many Faces of Logistic Regression." The
American Statistician*. 4_6 (1992), p. 321-327.



41. Mees RM, DJ Strauss, and R Chase. "Modeling Wildland Fire
Containment with Uncertain Flamelength and Fireline Width."
International Journal of Wildland Fire, 2 (1993), 179-185.

42. Mees RM, DJ Strauss and R Chase (19S4). "Minimizing the Cost
of Wildland Fires: a model with uncertainty in predicted
f larr.elength and fireline width produced. " Canadian Journal of
Forest Research, 24, 1253-1259.

43. Lesch S, DJ Strauss, and J Rhoades (1995). "Spatial Prediction
of Soil Salinity using Electromagnetic Induction Techniques.
I. Statistical Prediction Models: a Comparison of Multiple
Regression and Cokriging." Water Resources Research, 31, 373-
386.

44. Lesch S, DJ Strauss and J Rhoades (1995). "Spatial Pediction
of Soil Salinity using Electromagnetic Induction Techniques.
II An efficient spacial sampling algorithm suitable for
multiple linear regression* model identification and
estimation." Water Resources Research. 31, 387-398.

45. Kemple, WG, PM Sadler, and DJ Strauss. (1995). "Stratigraphic
Correlation as Constrained Optimization: extending graphical
correlation to many dimensions." In Graphical Correlation (KO
Mann, L Stein and R Lane, editors) .

46. Strauss, DJ and Eyman, RK. "Mortality of People with Mental
Retardation in California, with and without Down Syndrome."
American Journal en Mental Retardation, 100. no. 6.

47. Aceves R, Park SX and -Strauss DJ (1996). "Statistical
Evaluation of the VAN Methodology using the Historic
Earthquake Catalog in Greece." Geoohvsics Research Letters.
23, 1425-28.

48. Strauss DJ and Kastner TA. "Comparative Mortality of People
with Developmental Disability in Institutions and in the
Community." American Journal on Mental Retardation. 101, 26-
40.

49. -Park SX, Strauss, DJ, and R Aceves (1996). "Some observations
about the statistical significance and physical mechanisms of
the VAN method of earthquake prediction, Greece." In A
Critical Review of VAN, ed. by Sir James Lighthill, World
Scientific Publishing, London, pp. 267-285.

50. Strauss, DJ, Eyman, RX and HJ Grossman (1996). "The prediction
of mortality in children with severe mental retardation: The
effect of residential placement." American Journal of Public
Health. 86, 1422-29.

10



51. Eynan RK, Strauss DJ, and Grossman HJ (1996) . Survival of
children with severe developmental disability. In L Rosenbloom
(ed.)/ Diagnosis and management of neurological disabilities
in childhood. Series Title: Bailliere's Clinical Pediatrics.
London: Bailliere Tindall Ltd., Harcourt Brace & Co. Ltd., po.
543-556.

52. Strauss, DJ and W Zigraan (1996). "Behavior Capabilities and
Mortality Risk in Adults with and without Down Syndrome."
American Journal on Mental Retardation, 101, 269-281.

53. Pary RJ, Strauss DJ, and White JF (1996). A population survey
of suicidal behavior in persons with and without Down
Syndrome. Down Syndrome Quarterly, vol. 1.

54. Pary RJ, Strauss DJ, and White JF. A population survey of
bipolar disorder in persons with and without Down Syndrome.
Down Syndrome Quarterly, vol 1.

55. Strauss DJ (1997). Life Expectancy of children with cerebral
palsy. The Lancet, January 1997, p. 263.

11



Articles: Not refereed

1. Strauss, DJ and M. Orans. "Reply to De Leeuwe." Current
Anthropology (1976), 12, 534-535.

2. Orans, M. and DJ Strauss. "On Z factors." Current Anthropology
(1976) 12, 754-755.

3. Strauss, D. and M. Orar.s. "Mora on Solutions to Galton's
Problen." Current Anthrooolccv (1977), 18., 113-19.

4. Strauss, DJ and M. Orans. "On Wirsing's Method for Galton's
Problen." Current Anthropology (1977), 18., 341.

5. Strauss, DJ "A Generalized Virial Expansion." Technical
Report #113, Department of Statistics, University of
California, Riverside, 1933.

6. Strauss, DJ "Potential Models". Technical Report #111,
Department of Statistics, University of California, Riverside,
1983.

7. Mees RM, L Bednar, and DJ Strauss. "The Effect of Multiplicity
on Fire Suppression Efforts. I. Summary data analysis." USDA
Forest Fire Laboratory Report. 27 pages, 1987.

8. Strauss, DJ. "A Rating System for Racquetball." National
Raccruetball, April 1938, pp. 40-41.

9. Benoit J. and DJ Strauss. "Preliminary Development of a
prediction model for Lightning-caused Forest Fires." Paper
presented at the 12th Conference on Fire and Forest
Meteorology, Jekyll Island, C-A, October, 1993, 8 pages.

10. Meisner B, Chase R, McCutchan M, Mees R, Benoit J, Ly, B,
Albright D, Strauss D and Ferryman T. "A Lightning Fire
Ignition Model." Paper presented at the 12th conference on
Fire and forest Meteorology, Jekyll Island, GA, October 1993,
7 pages.

11. - Lesch S, Rhoades J, Strauss D, Lin K.(1995) . "Manual for ESAP
software." 55 pages.

12. Strauss DJ, Shavelle R and JF White. "The multistate life
table and its application to prognosis severely disabled
children with mental retardation." Technical Report # 221,
Department of Statistics, UC Riverside, 1995.

13. Strauss DJ, Shavelle R and JF White. "Demographic and_cost
projections for persons with developmental disabilities."
Technical Report # 231, Department of Statistics, UC
Riverside, 1995.

12



II. In Press.

1. Strauss DJ, Kastner TA, Ashwal S, and White JF. "Tubefeeding
and Mortality in Severely Disabled Children with Mental
Retardation." To appear in Pediatrics. 1S97.

2. Strauss DJ, Ashval S, Shavelle R, Eyman, RX (19S7). Prognosis
for survival and improvement in children with severe
developmental disabilities. To appear in Journal of
Pediatrics. 1S97.

I I I . Submitted.

1. Shavelle RM and Strauss DJ. "Improved sample survey using past
values", 3 4 manuscript pages. Submitted February 1997.

2. Strauss DJ. "A ncte on Miettinen's multivariate confounder
score." 16 ms pages. Submitted Janaury 1997.

3. Mees RM and DJ Strauss. A model for costs of wildland fires.
Submitted April 1996.

4. Strauss DJ, and Shavelle R. An extended Kaplan-Meier estimator
and i t s aplications. Submitted August 1996.

5. Strauss DJ, Kastner TA, and Shavelle RM. Mortality in groups
of persons with developmental disabilities, 1985-94. Submitted
December 199 5.

6. Strauss DJ, Eyman RK, and Grossnan KJ. Response to Durkin's
American Journal of Public Health editorial.

8. Strauss DJ and Shavelle RM. A note on comparative mortality in
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Comparative Mortality- of People With
Mental Retardation in Institutions and
the Community
David Strauss
University of California, Riverside

Theodore A. Kastner
Morrisiown Memorial Hospital (Morristown, NJ)

The role of institutions has come into question in recent decades, and the size
of the institutionalized population has been drastically reduced. Risk-
adjusced mortality rates in institutions and the community in California from
19S0 through 1992 were compared, with the aim of improving our under-
standing of the capacity of the community health system to support
detnsticuttonalization. Risk-adjusted odds on morality were estimated to be
72% higher in the community than in institutions. Some problems with health
care delivery in the community were reviewed; these may help account for
the difference. Consumers and guardians should weigh these considerations
when making choices between institutional versus community-based care.
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As recently as 40 years ago, professionals
and consumers believed that the idea!
location for services for people with men-
ul retardation was the congregate care
seeing. Public concern over the quality of
ir.sc:tutional care peaked with revelations
in the 1970s of abuse and neglect in
institutional settings, including the
Willowbrook Center in New York City and
the Pennhurst Center in Philadelphia.
Ccr.gress passed certification procedures
related to funding received by states
through the Medicaid Program and gave
civil rights protection to residents through

the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Per-
sons Ac: of 1980.

These protections not withstanding,
the belief that institutional delivery sys-
tems were fundamentally flawed gained
currency among social activists. This be-
lief reflected a reformulation of principles
for building social service systems. Chief
among these was the concept of normal-
ization, defined by Wolfensberger (1972)
as the "utilization of means which are as
culturally normative as possible, in order
to establish and/or maintain personal be-
haviors and characteristics which are as
culturally normative as possible" (p. 28).
This is closely allied to the concept of the
leas; restrictive environment—that the
places where people live and work should
not restrict their participation in the main-
stream of society. Almost all agree chat
normalization and provision of services in
the teas' restrictive setting are important
social goals. As means to achieving these

Editor's Note. This pipe.' is on a very imporum but
controversial topic. The results and the interpreta-
tion by the authors do not represent a position
taken by AJMR or by the American Association on
Mer.:a! Retardation. Rather, research and commen-
tary on mortality rates in mental retardation are
invited by AJMR. In all cases, papers submitted will
be peer reviewed.—S.R.S.
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Method
Instrument

The source of the study data is the Client
Development Evaluation Report (Califor-
nia Department of Developmental Ser-
vices, 19~8). The reliability of this instru-
ment has been investigated elsewhere and
considered to be satisfactory (Arias, Ito, &
Takagi, 1983; Harris, Eyman. & Mayeda,
1982; Widaman. 198-t; VC'idaman. Stacy. &
Borthwick, 1985). A Client Development
Evaluation Report is completed annually,
and additionally when a client moves to a
different placement, for any person re-
ceiving services from the California De-
partment of Developmental Services. The
report includes a 66-item Evaluation Ele-
ment grouped into six domains of adap-
tive skills and behavior: motor and self-
care skills together with social, emotional,
cognitive, and communication domains.

Sample

The sample consisted of all adults with
mental retardation, ages 40 or over, who
h3d received services from the Depart-
ment of Developmental Services between
January 1980 and December 1992. The
40+ age group corresponds to one sub-
group of interest, namely older adults;
other subgroups, not considered here,
include high-risk children (studied in
Strauss, Eyman, and Grossman, in press)
and younger adults. All persons in the
study had been referred to one of the 21
regional centers that contract with the
state to provide services to individuals in
their area. Approximately 9% of this popu-
lation, in accordance with the Incema-
tional Classification of Diseases etiology
(U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 1980), were categorized as hav-
ing Down syndrome. These people were
excluded from consideration, as older
individuals with Down syndrome are
known to have a very different aging
pattern from other older persons with
mental retardation (Eyman, Call, & White,

1991; Strauss & Eyman, in press; Zigman,
Seltzer, & Siiverman, 1994) and would
require a separate study. Information on
deaths was obtained from both Client
Development Evaluation Report sources
and che California Bureau of Vital Statis-
tics.

In this study the unit of analysis was
not an individual person, but rather a
person-year, A person-year is taken to be
the interval between two birthdays. Per-
son-years are included only if there is
evidence that the sublet was in the De-
partment of Developmental Services sys-
tem at the beg:nning of the year and either
died or was still in the system at the end.
Further details and theoretical justification
are provided in the Appendix. The proce-
dure resulted in a set of 105,099 person-
years, drawn from 18.362 subjects. The
number of years contributed range from
one to a maximum of 12, with an average
of 5.73. For 92% of subjects, the person-
years contributed were consecutive.

Variables

Our primary fecus was on the relation of
mortality and residence type. We con-
trolled for variables such as age, gender,
and levels of functioning as determined
from the Client Development Evaluation
Report. First, however, we present some
descriptive satisfies.

Table 1 shows the prevalence rates
and mortality rates for selected variables.
Each of the original Client Development
Evaluation Report adaptive skill items has
between four and nine levels, but all were
collapsed here to a 3-point scale: the
highest level item (score - 2), all interme-
diate levels (score - 1), and the lowest
level (score - 0). This seemed appropriate
because the mortality rates (computed as
the ratio of number of deaths to number
of person-years) proved to be generally
rather similar 3mong the intermediate lev-
els, and the grouping substantially im-
proved the discrimination when different
variables from the same domain were
additively combined. In addition, the
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Table 1
Proportions of Person-Years Classified as High. Intermediate, and Lo» by Skill Variables and
Corresponding Morality Rates (in •*)
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Person-
years

Mortality
ralesSkill

Motcr
Amculacion (2.2S)'

Law: dees nc: walk
Intermediate: waiks witn susscr/walks steadily alone it leas: 2.05 m
Hign: walks well alone it leas: 5.2 rr.. balances we.il

Rolling and sitting (4.11)
Lew: does not lift head when lying on s:amac.i
Intermediate: lifts head wnen lying ;n stomach/rolls iron side t3 side or Ircnl to

bacx/maintams sitting with minimal Juooort for t 5 rr-mutis
Hic.i: assumes and maintains sirt:ng position inde;eneentiy

Crawling and standing (3.70)
Law: does net crawl, c.-eso. or sccet
Intermediate: crawls, creeps, cr sc:ots: pulls to stanc^g/s:ands witn succon

at least 1 minute/or unsteadily Hone for 1 minute
Hign: stands well alona. balances w«il for at least 5 minutes

Arm use (4.09)
Lew* no functional use of arm
Intermediate: moves arm, out does not eitend/or partially eitenes
Hig.v fully extends arm

Hand use (4.03)
Low: no functional use sf hand
Intermediate: raxing motion cr ;ras:s/uses thumo and fingers m cpcositicn
Hign: uses fingers independently of each other

Self-care
£if.ng (4.90)

Lsw does not feed self, must :e fed czmpletely
Intermediate: attempts to finger feed/finger feeds/feeds self -»o ssocn and

fork with scilUge
Hign: uses eating utens.-is wrtft no sziilage

Toileting (3.31)
Low: not tcilec trained or naCit trained
Intermediate: hao<t trained/indicates need/goes by serf neecs r.elp
Hign: goes to toilet by seif. carrpietes by self

Bladder contrcl (4.13)
Low: no control
Intermediate: some ccntrol/cantrol during day only
Hign: complete control

Bowel control (4.13)
Law: no control
Intermediate: seme control/cantrol during day only
Hign: complete control

Dressing (4.73)
Law: does not put on any clothes sy jelf
Intermediate: cooperates in putting clothes on/putt seme on self/puts on

clothes but does not do details
Hign: aresset self completely including all fasteners and ether details

Mental retardation (aval (1.51)
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Profound
Suspected/other

Tube feeding (6.82)
Has feeding tub«
Does not have feeding tube

Placement
Own heme
Community care
Health facilities
Institutions

12.9
13.7
73.4

1.5

8 5
90.1

6.3

16.0
77.7

1.5
10.7
87.3

2.0
16.1
81.3

4.2
2.9
1.3

6.5

4.00
1.6

5.1

3.1
1.4

6.7
3.1
1.6

6.4
2.7
1.6

4.5

39.6
55.3

7.5
26.1
66.2

7.1
18.3
74.6

6.7
12.3
81.1

6.6

42.1
51.4

33.1
24.7
17.1
18.5
6.5

.54
93.5

23.6
53.3

7.1
16.1

6.2

2.2
1.3

4.9
2.5
1.3

5.4
2.0
1.3

5.3
3.3
1.4

5.4

2.2
J.I

1.5
1.8
2.1
2.2
2.3

12.4
1.8

1.1
1.6
2.2
1.8
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Note. Data are based on the full set of 105.099 person-years. The overall mortality rate (number oi deaths
number of person-years) was 1.88%. The crude relative risks are-tne ratios ol mortality rates for the highest
categories.
'Numbers in parentheses are crude relative risks.

divided by
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tube. Such clients generally suffer from
cnronic difficulties with the swallowing
reflex, often in combination with severe
cerebral palsy or epilepsy. The crude
relative risk associated with tube feeding
(see Table 1) is strikingly large. A similar,
though less dramauc. result had been
noted in a group of children with severe
disabilities (Eyman, Olmstead e: al., 1993:
Kastner et al., 1994). These findings do
not demonstrate that tube feeding elevates
mortality; to a large extent, the necessity
for tube feeding serves as a marker for the
presence of serious health problems.

Residential placements were grouped
in:o four categories, own home, commu-
nity care, health facilities, and institutions.
Parent/relative homes were counted as
own home. Community care included both
small group homes and larger board-and-
care facilities serving seven or mere people.
Health facilities provide intermediate health
care. Institutions, now called Develop-
mental Centers in California, are state
operated. The most common placement
was community care, and health facilities
had the highest crude mortality rate
(Table 1).

Table 2 stratifies the person-years
into four age groups. For each age group,
the table shows how the person-years
break down according to selected vari-
ables. Also shown are the corresponding
mortality rates. Tne first row shows the
decline in the proportions by age and the
increasing annual mortality rates, although
these are difficult to interpret because of
the confounding of age and cohort effects
(Baltes, Cornelius, & Nesselroade, 1979).

Table 3 is stratified according to the
four residence types instead of age groups.
As expected, levels of skill are on average
much lower in health facilities and institu-
tions than in own home and small group
homes. Table 3, interestingly, indicates
that the lower mortality in community
placement (see Table 1) largely disap-
peared when just one major factor, such
as ambulation, was controlled.

The five mocor-skill variables were
of roughly comparable predictive value

simple high/intermediate/low scale may
be more interpretable and usable by those
working with other instruments.

The first variable, ambulaticn, shows
a typical pattern. A substantial majority of
individuals were at the highest level, and
mortality rose sharply as the levei of skill
decreased. The relative risk for persons at
the highest and lowest levels was 3 36 (-
4.23/1.26), suggesting that ambulator/ skill
is an important predictor. Note, however,
that this is a "crude" relative risk, unad-
justed for the effect of other variables. The
next variable, rolling and sitting, refers to
a lower level of skill. Very few of the cases
were in the lowest category, and ihese
had a high mcrcalicy rate. Again the rela-
tive risk is large. Also shown in T3ble 1 are
three other motor skill variables used in
subsequent analysis—crawling ability, arm
use. and hand use—followed by the five
predictors from the self-care domain. All
show a similar pattern of association with
mortality.

Not shown in Table 1 are the vari-
ables from the social, emotional, cogni-
tive, and communication domains. Nearly
all of these variables were associated with
mortality, but more weakly so than the
variables shown in Table 1. Preliminary
multivariaie modeling indicated that these
domains provided little additional predic-
tive information. Severity of mental retar-
dation (Eyman et al., 1990; Eyman,
Grossman et al., 1993; Eyman, Olmstead,
Grossman, & Call, 1993) is included in
Table 1, but it was not an important
predictor in the presence of the other
variables and, therefore, was not included
in the subsequent analysis.

Tube feeding refers to use of either
nasogasxric or gastrostomy tube. Overall
prevalence of tube feeding was 0.5% (Table
1), although the rate was much higher
within the most debilitated subgroups. For
example, it was 41% in the group of
people who were age 70 or over and
lacked all the motor skills. Although pre-
cise figures are unavailable, it is believed
that the great majority (more than 90%) of
tube-fed clients are fed by gastrostomy
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Table 2
Person-Years Cv -

Characteristic

105 ,099) by Age Group and .Subject Cbirjcicrijt icj

Age

40-49 50-59

H" Mortality* S Mortality

groups

S

60-59

Mortality
70*

% Mortality
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Gender
Mala
Female

AmBulation
Hign: walks wail alone at least

6.10 m. Balances well
Intermediate
Low: does net walk

Eating
Hign: uses eating utensils witn no

spillage
Intermediate
Low: does not feed self, must Sa

fad csmpietely
Rolling ana sitting

Hign: assumes and maintains sitting
position independently

Intermediate
Low: dees not lift head when lying

on stcmach
Toileting . .

Hign: gees to toilet ty self, completes
by self

Intermediate
Lew not tciet trained er naoit trained

£2.5
47.4

2.0
1.7

50.7
49.4

3.5
3.0

S-t.7
45.3

1.0
1.0

40.3
59.2

S.9
6.4

77.3
12.5
9.7

74.3

10.2

1.4 S3.7 3.5
2.5 20.1 4.5
3.9 10.3 6.7

.7

2.9

54.2 5.2
30.3 9.2
15.5 12.0

53.7
35.4

.7
1.1

£5.7
40.1

1.3
2.2

Si

£0.1
46.3

2.S
3.4

40.7
53.5

5.7

6.3
7.6

14.64 3 3.74.2 4.2 11.3

90.5
7.3

.8
2.3

90.1
8.5

16
3.7

90.4
8.5

2.3
6.5

63.
15.

5
1

6.3
10.4

1.5 1.25.0 1.4 5.3 9.9 1.4 15.5

63.
24.

7.
3
7

.7
1.3
2.9

67.
IS.
6.

3
3
3

1.2
2.6
5.2

62
31
6

.1

.0
.9

2.4
4.0
7.9

52.
36.
10.

9
3
1

5.
7.

13.

3
a
9

"9reaKCown of persen-yaars. 'Percentage cf annual mortality rate.
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Characteristic

Gender
Mala
Female

Ambulation
High: waiks well alone at least

6.10 m. balances wall
Intermediate
L:w: dees not walk

Eating
Hign: uses eating utensils with

no spillage
Intermediate
Low: does not 'eed self, must

be fad completely
Rolling and sitting

High: assumes and maintains
sitting position independently

Intermediate
Low: does not lift had when

lying on stomacrt
Toileting

High: goes to toilet by self.
completes by self

Intermediate
Low: not toilet trained or

habit trained

Ov*n

« •

52.3
47.2

84 5
10.7
4.8

80.2
17.7

2.1

95.0
4.3

.6

86.7
11.5

1.9

"Breakdown of person-years. 'Percentage ol

i home

Morality*

1.2
1.1

.8
2.1
4.3

.8
1.9

8.1

.9
3.7

8.7

.8
2.8

7.1

Ptacer

Community core

%

52.9
47.0

84.2
13.0
2.3

63.3
35.4

J

95.5
3.1

2

79.3
19 j

1.2

f annual mortality rate

Mortality

1.7
1.5

1.3
2.3
2.5

1.3
2.0

5.3

1.5
2.4

2.5

1.3
2.4

5.1

rent

Heaitn facility

K

51.3
48.2

43.9
27.4
28.7

25.2
65.3

9.6

73.9
23.8

Z.3

32.9
52.6

14.5

Mortality

2.1
2.3

1.8
2.2
2.8

1.9
2.1

3.7

2.1
2.1

7.1

1.9
2.2

2.8

%

56.4
43.5

58.3
17.3
24.4

15.8
69.5

14.7

75.5
18.5

5.9

20.2
51.4

28.3

Institution

Mortality

1.9
1.7

1.1
1.7
3.5

.8
1.5

4.1

1.2
3.1

5.0

1.2
1.3

3.0
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and showed substantial intercorreiation.
Rather than make a somewhac artificial
selection, we preferred to combine: the
items by summing the five values, result-
ing in a 10-poir.t motor skills scale The
mortality ra<es suggested a grouping into
four categories 0, 1 to 4, 5 to 9. and 10
rather than a linear scale, a ps::erri con-
firmed by subsequent multivar:::- — cdel-
ing. The relative risk for the two extreme
categories is 85 Similarly, the five main
self-care variables (Table 1) were trans-
formed to a 10-point scale, which also
naturally grouped into the same four ho-
mogeneous categories. The five motor
skills, not surprisingly, were all positively
associated with the five seJf-csre skills.
correlations ranged from .3" to 62 The
correlation between the summary motor
and seif-care 4-poir.t scales was 59 This
was not so large as to raise ser:ous con-
cerns over mu!t:coi!inearity in -he subse-
quent modeling.

Statistical Analysis

In this section we offer a relatively non-
technical outline of the statistical meth-
ods. Further details, together with issues
of statistical theory, are provided in the
Appendix. As explained there, the model-
ing procedure, based on person-years
data derived from longitudinal repeated
observations, is net new. For example, it
h3S been routinely used in the Frsmingham
Heart Study (Cupples. D'Agostinc. Ander-
son, & Kannel, 1988).

Our focus in the present study was
on the relation of the outcome variable,
survival, to the predictor variables. The
latter included residential placement—the
variable of main interest—and the
covariates, or potential confounding vari-
ables: for example, age, gender, motor
skills, self-care skills, and tube feeding. It
was convenient to treat the data as cross-
sectional rather than longitudinal, with the
chance of surviving in a given perscn-year
being modeled in terms of residence type
and the covariates. Logistic regression
(Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989) was used.

According to this, the logarithm of the
odds on survival ir. a person-year are
expressed as a linear function of the
various predictor variables. In symbols,

lniProb(Survive)/Prob(Die)l
- (3, * P,"Age * 3,'Mobility score + ...
For binary predictors, such as pres-

ence or absence of tube feeding, the
logistic regression coefficients give the
odds ratio for mortality when other vari-
ables are controlled (Hosmer & Lemeshow,
1969). Except for age. ail predictor vari-
abies in the analysis were binary. For the
four-category mctcr-skills variable, three
binary variables MOTOR1, MOTOR2.
MOTOR3 were constructed, each repre-
senting a contrast or one of the three
lower levels of motor skill (i.e., 0, 1 to 5.
and 6 to 9) against the highest level (10).
This fourth level thus serves 3S referent
group.

The residence types were modeled
with a binary variable for each of the
following: own home, health facilities,
and institutions. Each variable represents
a contrast with community care, used as
referent group here because it was by far
the largest (Table 1). The logistic mode!
was developed using standard variable
selection techniques (Hosmer & Leme-
show, 1989). The fit of the final model
appeared to be satisfactory, according to
the Kcsmer-Lemeshow test (Lemeshow &
Hosmer, 19S2).

To provide 3 graphical comparison
of community care and institutional mor-
tality rates at different levels of risk, we
partitioned the person-years into eight
groups (risk octiles) that were homoge-
neous with respect to risk. Thus, for
example, the first group (lowest risk)
consisted largely of person-years where
the subject was in his or her early 40s and
had optimal mobility and self-care skills.
By contrast, a person-year in which the
subject was tube fed, immobile, and was
90 years old would fall into the eighth
group. This procedure allowed us to graph
two quantities across the risk octiles—(a)
the fraction of the person-years that were

lived in t
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lived in each residence type and (b) the
mortality rates (number of death divided
by number of person years)—separately
for each residence type. Details on the
construction and statistical theory of the
risk octiles is provided in the Appendix.

Results
The main findings of che study are con-
densed into the logistic regression model
of Table 4. This shews only those vari-
ables making a substantial contribution.
Unlike che relative risks in Table 1, the
odds ratios here were corrected for effects
of the other risk factors.

Table ••
Logistic Regression Model Predicting Annual
Mortality Probability

males. iMale mortality rates were abouc
equal to female races at age 40, but were
nearly 50% higher by age 65. (It is net
surprising that a simple linear age term
proved adequate; a mortality race whose
logarithm increases linearly with age cor-
responds to che classical Gompertz model
[Cox & Oakes, 19841, known to fie che age
range of roughly 35 to ~5 years in many
demographic applications [Keyfitz, 1985].)

Tube feeding use was a strong pre-
dictor even when other risk factors in the
cable were taken into account, increasing
mortality odds by 31- The firs; motor skii!
encry in Table 4, MOTOR!, compares the
mortality odds for those scoring zero on
the motor variable (i.e., lowest level on all
five motor items) with the odds for the
referent group (full mccor skills). The
odds ratio, 3-3, indicates a strong predic-
tive effect. The intermediate levels corre-
spond to smaller, but still substantial, odds
ratios. The self-care variables show a simi-
lar pattern, though an interaction with age
was present. (The interaction took the
form of a tendency for che differences
between the risks associated with the four
self-care variables to diminish with in-
creasing age. Note that the odds ratios for
the age and self-care interaction terms
lack a simple intuitive interpretation; in
recognition of this, these quantities are
not boldface in Table 4.)

As stated previously, we were prima-
rily interested in the residence variables
Community care (small group homes) was
taken as referent group. Cdds ratios for
both own home and health facilities were
estimated at 1.0. As can be seen from
Table 4, the 95% confidence intervals
indicated no significant mortality differ-
ences between these placements and com-
munity care. The institution term, however,
was highly significant, with che odds ratio
of .58 corresponding to a 42% reduction
in mortality odds compared to community
care. EquivalencJy, the risk-adjusced odds
on dying in a given year were estimated
to be 72% higher in the community than
in institutions.

Figure 1 shows how the person-

variable

imerceEt
Age

Males
Females

GenCsr
StilV
Se!f2'
S-i/3-
Age'Sell:1

Age'SeffZ
Aqe'Selta
Feed tube
Motor!'
Motar2
Mctor3

Own home*
Health facilities'
Institutions*

Occs ratio'

1.37C*
1.087'
.53

30 :5
13.04
3.:-:

.98

.97

.98
3.12
3.2S
1.61
1 . «

t.00
1.04
Si

95% confidence
interval for odds ratio*

(lower, uooer)

(1.06,1.08)
(1.07,1.10)
(.33. .ti)

(11.95. 75.51)
(6.52. 26.10)
(1.99. 6.39)

(.S-i. .97)
(.96. .981
(.97. .99)

(2.30.4.24)
(2.36.4.75)
(1.33.1.95)
(1.25.1.57)

(.87,1.16)
(.87,1.25)
(.49. .68)

Note: Sased on 105.099 serson-years.
1 Some oadi ratios and confidence intervals are in plain
test, ratner than oolo text, to acknowledge the fact tnat
they lack a natural intuitive interpretation. 'Because age
interacts with self-care, these figures hold only for the
referent self-care grcup. ' Contrast of lowest self-care
(lowest level on all 5 scales) wrtn referent group (highest
level on all 5 scales). 'Contrast of intermediate self-care
and referent group. * Interaction term, product of Age and
SELF t indicator variable. ' Contrast of lowest motor skill
level with referent (highest) level. 'Contrast of placement
with community care as referent.

The age and gender rows of che
table indicate that, other variables held
constant, mortality rates increased at 7.0%
per year for females and 8.7% per year for
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I • '

years were distributed among che four
residence types, within each of eight ho-
mogeneous risk groups. As explained in
the Appendix, these risk octiles were
derived from the logistic mode! of Table
3- Institutions had disproportionately —any
higher risk subjects, which explains their
elevated crude mortality rate (Table 1).
Figure 2 offers a graphical comparison of

mor:aiity rates in institutions and commu-
nity care within the risk octiles. As ex-
plained in che Appendix, it would not be
appropriate to carry out formal statistical
tests ere. on the results of Figure 2. Nev-
ertheless che lower mortality in institu-
tions, which was expected from Table 3,
seems consistent across Lie risk spectrum.

Discussion
Our major finding was that che risk-ad-
jusced mortality r=:es of people with men-
tal retardation were higher in the
community than in institutions, regardless
of :he level of risk. Because the ;:udy was
observational rather than experimental,
this result should be viewed tentatively: It
is conceivable chat the difference was due
to che confounding effec: of unobserved
variables This, however, may appear some-
what less likely in view of our finding (noc
de:aiied here) that the addition of each
mortality predictor to che mode! cilced che
comparison in favor of institutions. For
example, the crude mortality races strongly
favored the community (Table 1), but
cor/.rcl for 3 single major risk variable
largely canceled this out (Table 3). The
findings, moreover, are consistent with
those of a corresponding study of chil-
dren with severe disabilities (Strauss et al.,
in press).

In this study we do not offer an
explanation for the findings. Possible
causes of increased mortality in commu-
nity settings can only be inferred from
other sources in the field. However, a
significant body of literature exists. Health
cars in the community is generally consid-
ered to be a problem for persons with
mental retardation. Shortcomings have
been noted regarding Medicaid reimburse-
ment, the lack of trained practitioners, and
coordination of care (Crocker & Yankauer,
1987; Garrard, 1982; Kascner & Luckhardt,
1990; Minihan. 1986; Minihan, Dean, &
Lyons, 1993; Ziring et a!., 1988). Problems
noted in a survey of physicians in Maine
included poor quality of medical records
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Figure 1. Breakdown of person-years by
within e:g.-.i homogenous risk oc:iles

Figure 3 Morcalicy races lac community care ind tor
institutions within risk octiles. (Using communtty care
as reierem population, we directly standardized institu-
tion rates). Note that the finding of a 72% increase in
mortality in the community refers :o the ratio of the
odds of dying in a given year. Although the ratios of
community to institutional rates lppear to vary across
the eight groups in the figure, there Is no suggestion of
any systematic tre.-.ds in these ratios. AS explained in
the Appendix, it is not appropriate :o base statistical
tests or confidence intervals on the results of Figure 2:
such procedures ire more properiy applied to the
logistic model itself (Table 4).
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persons with mental retardation vary
greatly, and for some individuals care in
one setting may be more desirable than in
the other. These risks and benefits can
only be understood in the context of an
individual person's needs and their sub-
jective experience of the care received.
The inability to fuiiy quantify these risks
and benefits in an objective fashion has
led to a high level of confusion and
anxiety among consumers, guardians, and
families, which, in rum, has fueled the
vocal public debate over the future of
institutional C3re.

On the basis of our findings, we
have several recommendations. First, we
recommend a policy of selective deinstitu-
tionalization, as originally proposed in
1974 by the National Association of Super-
intendents of Public Residential Facilities
for the Mentally Retarded and later adopted
in the 19"5 Developmentally Disabled
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act (?.L 94-
103) (Landesman & Butterfield, 1987).
These policies will likely support a con-
tinuing role for institutions in the treat-
ment of some people with mental
retardation. Second, we recommend that
consumers who consider relocation from
institutional settings to the community be
fully informed of the potential risks and
benefits of this choice. Given the limited
knowledge about the likelihood of spe-
cific outcomes in either setting, we believe
that policy makers and advocates should
defer choices of residential care to con-
sumers and professionals. Third, the health
and other service needs of institutional
residents could be evaluated and alterna-
tive placement decisions made dependent
on the availability of adequate access
within the community.

Finally, and most important, we en-
courage'additional research to determine
whether the findings of this study are
consistent with experiences in states other
than California. If so, it will be important
to Ie3rn the causes of elevated mortality
rates in community settings in order to
improve outcomes. In the meantime, con-

and information: cognitive/verbal limita-
tions of these patients, which hinder di-
agnosis and treatment; difficulty for
physicians in communicating wich mul-
tiple caregivers; maladaptive behavior of
pacients in office; 3nd potential liability
issues (Minihan er. al., 1993) In two Stud-
ies of previously institutionalized persons
residing in the community, rates of undi-
agnosed thyroid disease and ur.diagnosed
heart disease in persons with Down syn-
drome were- elevated (Barnett. Friedman,
& Kastner, 19*38; Friedman, Kastner, Pond,
& O'Brien. 19S9). In anocher such study
Knobbe, Carey, Rhodes, and Homer (1995)
found an 80% reduction in annual per-
client medical expenditure. Kastner,
Nathanson, and Friedman (1993) exam-
ined causes of 14 deaths in the commu-
nity; nearly half of the deachs were judged
preventable. Finally, persons with mental
retardation lacking access to health care
coordination services required longer and
more frequent hospitalizations than did a
comparable group receiving coordinated
care (Criscione, Walsh, & Kastner, 1995;
Criscione, Kastner, Walsh, & Nathanson,
1993). Each of these weaknesses, either
alone or in combination, could contribute
to the findings of" the present study.

Institutions overcome many of these
barriers because they offer a centralized
setting in which provider training, reim-
bursement, record-keeping, and quality
assurance functions are in place. How-
ever, many institutions suffer from profes-
sional isolation, poor morale, and
administrative and financial neglect on the
part of policy makers and advocates. To
an extent, the lack of support for institu-
tions has lead to an erosion in their ability
to provide high quality care.

What does this mean for persons
with mental retardation who currently
reside in institutions? There is no certain
answer. Results of the present study do
not allow us to conclude that either insti-
tutional care or community-based care is
superior. Each service system offers
strengths and weaknesses with poteatial
risks and benefits. The individual needs of
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sumers should be allowed co weigh the
available evidence agains: their personal
needs, desires, and aspirations.
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APPENDIX

Statistical Issues and Procedural Protocol Related to the
Person-Years Analysis

Statistical Modeling
At first sight it may appear attractive to treat the individuals in the study as a cohor; and
model che survival time in terms of residence type and the covariates, perhaps with a
Cox regression (Collet:, 1994). There were reasons not co adopt a cohort perspective,
however. One issue is that the Client Development Evaluation Reports did not contain
precise information on when the client was at risk. One should not "credit" a client for
surviving time periods during which he or she may have been out of the service system,
so that if death had occurred it would not have been recorded. Second, many clients
entered the system after the beginning of the study period or were older than 40 in 1980.
In either case there are issues of left censoring, in addition to the more customary right
censoring. There were even cases of clients who left the system for several years and
then returned. Finally, the focus in this study was entirely on prediction of risk rather

Note. Some of the discussion in this Appendix concerns advanced mpics in bios:i:iit:cs.
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than of survival times, so that it was not essential to work with a cohort.
The approach taken here was the standard epidemiologica! one of analyzing

mortality rates in terms of risk factors (Breslow & Day, 1987). Mortality rates were, as
is customary, taken to be the number of deaths divided by the number of person-years
at risk. One convenient approach to the analysis is through logistic regression on the
person-years. If the data had actually been derived from a cohort, this approach would
be 2 version of discrete survival analysis (Cox, 1972; Efron, 1988; Singer & Willett, 1991).

As noted in the Method, this procedure is not new (Cupples et al., 1988; Prentice
& Gloeckler. 1978). Although we were not working with a cohort, the analysis could
alternatively have been carried out with a Cox regression; the results are generally very
similar (Prentice & Gloeckler. 1978). As noted by Cupples et al. (1988), the model is
based on three assumptions thac are important to check, as additional terms would be
needed in the model if they were violated. In the context of this study the assumptions
are:

l.The "baseline" hazard function does not depend on calendar year.
2. The relation of the risk factors to the mortality does not depend on calendar ye3r.
3- A Markov assumption: only the current risk profile is needed to predict the

outcome.

Using additional variables that allow for departures from these assumptions (Cupples et
al., 1988, Kahn & Dawber, 1966), we found no suggestion of 3ny such model violations.

Details of Construction of the Person-Years Data
The ith person-year means the period between ith and (i-*-I)th birthday. The ith person-
year is included only if a number of conditions are met, such as that the year does not
begin in 1992 (reason: incomplete year, because the study period ended on 12/31/92).

The following are rules for deciding which Client Development Evaluation Report
should be chosen to represent the ith year:

1. If the person has exactly one Client Development Evaluation Report in ith year, this
report is used.

2. If none, the most recent previous Client Development Evaluation Report or the
earliest subsequent one is used—whichever is closest in days to the ith year.

3- If more than one, let their times be ordered as
ith birthday - t0 < t, <...< tk < tkfl - (i-rl)th birthday or death date.

For j - 1 k, let the jth SPAN s. - t.., -L.,. Rule: pick the j with the biggest span.
(Reason: it is the most representative) ' •

The Theory and Construction of the Risk-Octiles
We were interested in comparing mortality rates for the various types of residence within
groups at different risk levels. It m3y be, for instance, that relative risks of living in an
institution compared to the community are different among individuals who are old and
infirm than among those who are young and healthy. For this purpose it was necessary
to stratify the person-years into groups that were homogeneous with respect to risk. A
familiar strategy for this is simply to stratify (cross-classify) the person-years according
to the risk factors, such as age-group, mobility score, presence/absence of tube feeding,
etc. As is common in models with many predictors, however, the difficulty here is that

A.
),
:d

i,
).
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Am,
the result will be too many strata containing too few data (Kleinbaum, Kupper, &
Morgenstern, 1982).

The procedure followed here was based on that of Miettinen (1976). (a) We
computed a logistic regression function that included all the variables, including those
for placement (see Table 4). (b) For each person-year, we calculated a predicted
mortality probability by substitution into the logistic function, but with all placement
variables set to zero. This rank-ordered the person-years according to predicted
mortality risk, after adjustment for placement effects, (c) We then partitioned the person-
years into eight homogeneous risk octiles. Cut-pcints were selected so that the expected
number of deaths in institutions, computed on the basis of the community care mortality
rates, were equal. (Miettinen often preferred five risk groups in his applications. The
large data set in the present study was sufficient to support a substantially larger number
or" strata, however. We judged that in this case it would not be helpful to work with
more than eight strata in our application. Also, by using groups with equal numbers of
deaths, we ensured that the stratum-specific standard errors were approximately equal.)
(d) Finally, we plotted mortality rates for community care and institutions for each risk
octile. The rate for institutions was first directly standardized (Fleiss, 1981) with respect
to risk, using community care as standard population. (This corrects for bias arising from
the fac: that even within an octile, the institution person-years tend to be associated with
slightly higher risk covariate patterns than do the community person-years.)

It would be tempting to take advantage of the stratification to test for mortality
differences between the placements, perhaps using the Mantel-Haensze! procedure
(Kleinbaum et al., 1982). It is known, however, that in the present context this is not
valid (Pike, Anderson, & Day, 1979). Even less appropriate would be to test the
differences separately for each risk group, as this would in addition result in great loss
of power. For this reason we followed accepted practice by confining our testing and
computation of confidence intervals to the logistic regression modeling (Table 4). See
also Breslow and Day (1980) on this point.
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SUMMARY

In previously published research we compared mortality rates of

persons with developmental disabilities living in state

institutions and in community settings.1 The population was persons

aged 40 or over who received services in California between 1S80

and 1992. After adjusting for differences in age, mobility, ar.d

other risk factors, we found that mortality was 72% higher in the

community than in the institutions. It was noted that the

difference may be in the quality of community medical services.

The present report is a brief account of nore recent work on the

topic. The primary differences are (a) data are reported for the

10-year period 1985-1994, which is substantially more recent than

the study period used in Strauss and Kastner (1996) ; (b) we use

much simpler analytic methods that do not rely on statistical

modelling; and (c) in the new work we stratify the data into

clinically meaningful subgroups, based on the individuals' level of

skill.

Using the different methodology, we found that community care in

1985-92 was associated with a 74% increase in mortality—a result

strikingly close to the earlier one. This is evidence that the

previous result was not an artifact of the statistical procedures.

For 1993-94, there was an 82% increase in mortality odds associated

with the community. This may be viewed as an independent

confirmation of our previous findings, since the 1993-94 data have

no overlap with the study period we used in Strauss and Kastner

(1996) . Further, the 1993-94 experience is relatively recent and is

much more representative of the current situation.

'Strauss, DJ and Kastner, TA (1996). "Comparative mortality of
people with mental retardation in institutions and the community."
American Journal on Mental Retardation. 101. pp. 26-40.



Introduction

This report is intended as a brief and non-technical summary of our

recent extensions to the work of Strauss and Kastner (1996) —

hereafter, SK. The reader is referred to SK for full details on the

subjects, variables, etc., together with the statistical theory

used there. A full account of the present work will be shortly

submitted for peer review.

As in SK, the unit of analysis is the person-year. Here we used a

simpler definition of person-year, one that yielded about 20% more

person-years. Again, person-years lived in the state institutions

were compared with those lived in small group homes and other

community settings. As in SK, variables taken into account were

age, gender, self-care skills, and motor skills. Each of the two

skills were coded on a four-point scale: None, Poor, Fair, and

Good. See SK for details. The study period was taken to be the 10-

year period January 1985 to December 1994, which is substantially

more recent than the 1980-92 period considered by SK.2

The report focusses on relative risk, as measured by the odds

ratio.3 We are concerned here with the relative risks of dying in

a given year in two groups. For example, an odds ratio of 1.0

2It should be noted, however, that our results for the later
period are very similar to those derived from the 1980-84 period.

3The odds ratio is the standard epidemiological measure of
comparative risk. See, for example, Kleinbaum, Kupper, and
Morgenstern (1982). Epidemioloaical Research. Belmont, CA:
Wadsworth.



indicates that the risks in two groups are equal; an odds ratio of

2.5 for group A relative to group B would indicate a 150% higher

risk in A than in B.

Results

Since SK had considered data only up to 1992, we stratified the

data into two time periods as follows.

Period Number of . Odds Ratio' 95% confidence
Person-years (community to institutions) interval

1985-92 97,387 1.74 (1.49, 2.05)
1993-94 31,133 1.82 (1.34, 2.46)

1985-94 128,520 1.75 (1.52, 2.02)

The odds ratio for 1985-92, 1.74, represents a 74% increase in

mortality in the community, as compared to the institutions. This

is very close to the 72% increase obtained by SK. We emphasize that

the present result was based on a simple odds-ratio procedure which

involved no statistical modelling-. SK, by contrast, employed a more

complex logistic regression model. Having carried out literally

dozens of analyses on this data, we have in fact found that

different models and procedures give virtually identical results.

'Technical note. It was necessary to stratify by age, gender,
motor skills and self-care skills in these calculations. This was
effected with the use of the Mantel-Haenszel estimator (Kleinbaum
et al., p. 343). The related statistical tests and procedures
that were needed in this connection will not be discussed here.



The odds ratio for the two years 1993-94, 1.82, represents an 82%

increase in mortality odds in the community.3 This comparison of

mortality in institutions and the community is basad on data with

no overlap at all to that of SK. As such, it represents independent

verification of their finding. Further, the time period 1993-94 is

closer to the present day than SK's and thus better reflects

current conditions.

Finally, we stratified the data into groups according to the

subject's score on the most important mortality predictors—the

motor-skills and the self-care skills variables. Since each scale

has four levels, there are 16 possible categories. Table 1 shows

the odds ratios computed separately within each group.

Consider, for example, the upper left cell, which corresponds to

subjects with no motor or self-care skills at all. Most of these

individuals have profound mental retardation, and some are in a

persistent vegetative state. The table shows an odds ratio of 2.46.

This means that the persons with no motor or self-care skills and

living in the community were about 2.5 times more likely to die in

a given year than similar people living in institutions. This is a

146% increase in odds on mortality.6 The range given in the table,

3This is statistically significant at the 1% level.

6It is statistically significant at the 5% level, so that just
considering the data on persons with no motor and self-care skills
we could conclude that-the observed difference was unlikely to be
an artifact of chance.



1.05 to 5.76, is a 95% confidence interval. The blanks in the table

indicate uncommon combinations where there was insufficient data to

warrant the computation of an odds ratio.7 For example, there were

of course no individuals at all with good self-care skills but

lacking all motor skills. In all 10 cases where an odds ratio could

reasonably be computed the community death rate was higher,

sometimes by a factor of 2.

Conclusion

Using a very different methodology from that of SK and working with

a more recent time period, we obtained strikingly similar results

to those of the previous study.

7 Specifically, we only worked with cells where there were at
least three deaths in each residential setting.



Table 1. Odds ratios for the community care relative to
institutions, controlling for motor and self-care skills; n=128/520
person-years.

Self-Care skill level

Motor none poor fair good

none

poor

fair

good

2.
(1

1.

Co
l.
(0

4 6 "
.05,

43
.88,

64
.42,

__

5.

2.

6.

76) b

32)

36)

2.24** 1.06
(1.56, 3.22) (0.42, 2.64)

2.04" 1.59"
(1.50, 2.77) (1.13,2.23)

1.77* 1.71" 1.24
(1.06, 2.94) (1-25, 2.35) (0.64,2.41)

"Odds ratio, community relative to institutions, computed with
stratification by age and gender groups. Note: * —significantly
different from 1.0 at P < 0.05; ** — P < 0.01.

b95% confidence interval for the odds ratio.

eOdds ratios and confidence intervals are not computed unless
there are at least three deaths in both groups, as otherwise the
results are highly unstable.
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ABSTRACT

Objectives.

To assess the predictors of mortality in severely disabled children with mental

retardation, and to compare risk adjusted mortality rates for those living in institutions and

in the community.

Methods.

Statistical analysis of a set of 24,469 person-years, derived from a population of

all children with severe mental retardation and fragile medical condition who are registered

with the California Department of Developmental Services. Variables considered included

age, several measures of mobility, presence or absence of tube-feeding, level of

retardation, and certain adaptive skills.

Results.

Reduced mobility and the use of tubefeeding were associated with a large increase

in mortality risk. Own home residence and community care facilities have an estimated

25% higher risk-adjusted odds on mortality than institutions and health facilities.
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Conclusions.

Tne differential mcrtality in the placements points to a possible effect of quality of

care. One consequence of the currer.: trend tcwards deinstitutionalization may be an

increased mortality rate in children with severe developmental disability.
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INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies of people with mental retardation have shown that immobility,

in combination with either feeding and toileting difficulties or severe cerebral palsy, is

associated with higher mortality.1'9 These in a persistent vegetative state, which includes

immobility, are subject to an especially high mcna.'iry rate.'0 Although all of these studies

have identified mobility and other risk factors as important in predicting survival, no study

to date has attempted to compare mortality rates in different residential placements while

controlling for such factors simultaneously. In a previous study that controlled for

ambulation alone, similar mortality rates in institutions versus the community had been

reported."

Our interest in comparative mortality among different placements derives from

studies that report problems with the delivery of medical care to people with

developmental disabilities in community settings (primary own home and small group

homes).ia"23 For example, difficulties noted in a survey of physicians in Maine included

poor quality of medical records, problems with communicating with multiple caregivers,

maladaptive behavior of patients in the office, and potential liability issues.17 A New Jersey

study of the causes of 14 deaths in the community judged that nearly half the deaths

were preventable.21 Such studies raise the question of whether mortality rates in the

community are greater than in facilities such as state institutions, which have the
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resources to provide a higher level of medical care. This would have implications for the

current trends towards deinstitutionalization, which have resulted in a 60% reduction in

the number of clients residing in large institutions in the United States since 1967.24

This paper addresses three questions: 1) What are the most sensitive predictors

of mortality, from a large number cf potential candidates based on previous research? 2)

Dees residential placement make a difference in mortality after these risk factors are4

controlled? 3) If there is such a difference, is it the same for the most medically disabled

individuals (at highest risk) compared to those with fewer disabilities?

METHODS AND MATERfALS

Data source.— The subjects were children with severe developmental disabilities

who have received services from the California Department of Developmental Services

(DDS) between January 1, 1980 and December 31,1992. All were referred to one of the

21 regional centers contracted by the state to provide services to clients in their

geographic area. The regional centers, which are privately owned corporations,

coordinate all services including the choice of residential placement.

The data source was the Client Development Evaluation Report (CDER).25 A CDER

is completed once per year, and additionally on moving to a new placement, for anyone
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receiving services from DDS. The CDER consists of a 1C0-item Diagnostic Element and

a 66-item adaptive behavior Evaluation Element, providing demographic, health, and

behavioral data. Information is collected by case workers or psychiatric technicians who

have been trained in the use of the instrument. Evaluations are based on personal

observations, supplemented where appropriate with interviews with parents. Mortality

information was obtained from DDS sources, supplemented by annual computer tapes

issued by the California Bureau of Vital Statistics. +

The inter-rater reliability of the CDER items employed has been investigated

elsewhere,29"27 and in recent unpublished work. Reliability, as assessed by Cohen's

kappa, exceeded .8 for the motor skills variables and .7 for all the variables used in the

analysis here, with the exception of interaction with peers (it = .60). The concurrent

validity of the CDER adaptive skills items, relative to a shortened version of th= American

Association on Mental Retardation's Adaptive Behavior Scale, has been judged

satisfactory, correlations between the factor scores ranging from .50 to .88.2s"a In addition

DDS periodically evaluates the CDER information, since it is used to reimburse service

providers.

Sample.— As in Eyman et a l . ,u we focused on the severely disabled, medically

fragile younger clients. Mortality for this group is much higher than for the more

ambulatory robust children, and the patterns of causes of death are very different. In
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addition, this target group included virtually ail children with profound and severe mental

retardation known to regional centers throughout the state. Hence there is no issue of

selection bias.

An operational definition of severely disabled and fragile for this study was based

on four variables reported in the CDER:

(1) Crawling or Standing: Cannot pull to a standing position. -

(2) Ambulation: Does not walk.

(3) Eating: Does not feed self, must be fed completely.

(4) Toileting: Not toilet trained or habit trained.

We shall refer to these collectively as Condition A. Of the more than 150,000 clients

known to DDS and represented by at least one CDER, some 11,000 were children with

one or more CDERs meeting Condition A.

" A distinctive feature of the study was that the unit of analysis was not an individual

person, but instead a person-year. A year was taken to be the interval between two

birthdays. To avoid bias, a given person-year was included in the sample only if it was

complete: roughly speaking, the conditions are that (1) it meets Condition A, (2) the age

is between 2 and 14 inclusive, and (3) there was evidence that the child was in the

system from the beginning of the year, and either died or was still in the system at the •

end. More complete details are available from the first author. Such a procedure was
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necessary to exclude time intervals fcr which the individual was net known to be in the

system throughout. An example may clarify the procedure: suppose a child enters the

system at age 4 years 6 months and stays in Condition A throughout until death at ace

7 years 4 months. Three person-years would be contributed: the complete year between

fifth and sixth birthdays, the complete year between sixth and seventh birthdays, and the

year beginning at the seventh birthday. The incomplete year preceding the fifth birthday

would not be included.

The procedure yielded a set of 24,469 person-years, arising from 7,241 children;

not all of the 11,000 children who had one or more CDER's meeting Condition A

contributed a complete person-year. Table 1 classifies the subjects by age at first

contributed person-year, and by the number of years he or she contributed. The first

contributed person-year was at age 2 fcr about half the children. The majority of the

children contributed three or fewer person-years, though a maximum number of 12 is

possible. There were in all 1,330 deaths in the 24,469 person-years, for an overall annual

mortality rate of 5.44%.

Description of Variables.—Table 2 gives percentage composition and mortality rates

for a number of variables reported in the CDER's. The first eight of these were ultimately

selected for use in our modeling.
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1. Rolling and Sitting. This is a nine-point scale, ranging from "Does not lift head when

lying on stomach" to "Assumes and mantans sitting position independently."

Coders report the highes: level of skill attained. As the table shows, the group at

highest risk has a relative risk cf about six (10.19/1.73), compared to the group

at lowest risk. The importance cf mobility as a predictor of mortality has been

documented1-110

On the basis of the mortality rates shewn in Table 2 for the rolling-and-sitting

variable, we chose to collapse it to a new variable MOBIL with four levels as

follows:

MOBIL1 = first level of rclling-and-sitting (Cannot lift head)

MOBIL2 = second level (Lifts head when lying on stomach)

MOBIL3 = levels 3-5 (Lifts head and chest when lying on stomach, rolls from

side to side, or rolls from front to back)

MOBIL4 = levels 6-9 (Rolls both back to front and front to back, or sits with at

most minimal support for at least 5 minutes).

2. Hand Use. We used a simple dichotomy of 'No functional use of hand" versus

"Uses fingers independently."

3. Crawling and Standing. According to Condition A, only two groups were included

in this study. These are "Does not creep, crawl, or scoot" and "Creeps, crawls or

scoots without the ability to stand." The crawling variable is thus dichotomous.
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4. Tubefeedinq. This is an incicatcr of whether the subject was tubefed; the CDER

currently does not distinguish between nasogastric or gastrostomy tubefeeding,

but gastrostomy feeding is kr.ov/n tc account for the great majority of the instances

in this population. Tubefeec'ing is associated with a markedly higher mortality risk

(9.48 to 4.21), with a crude relative risk cf 2.25; it was thus an important mortality

predictor, as previously noted by Eyman et al.1-3

5. Placement. Placements were grouped into four categories: Own Home, Community*

Care, Health Facilities, and Institutions. Parent/relative homes were counted as

Own Home. Community Care included small homes such as foster care as well as

larger board-and-care facilities which serve seven cr more people. Health facilities

provide intermediate health care. Institutions, new called Developmental Centers

in California, are operated by the state. Table 2 shews that the crude mortality rate

for institutions (8.74%) was almost double that of the other placements. Skilled

nursing facilities were excluded from this study because of complexities involved

with time spent in the facility: children are referred to this placement during a

serious illness but return to their former placement when improvement is noted.

Nearly all the those who remain are chronically ill, with medical conditions that

preclude other placement.

In addition, we screened all the remaining variables from the 66-item Evaluative

Element of the CDER for mortality prediction. The following three variables emerged as
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having some predictive value; all showed the expected rise in mortality rates with

increasing disability.

6. Interaction with Peers. Tnis four-point scale was dichotomized according to

whether or not the child enters into social interactions. Once again the main

contrast in mortality rates was between the lowest level cf the scale and the other

three. The rate for the former (6.55%) was mere than double the rate for the latter.

7. Auditory Perception. Tnis is a seven-point scale that we ultimately dichotomized

according to whether the child appeared to distinguish vcices from other sounds.

Again the relative mortality at the lower level was more than double that at the

higher level.

8. Expressive Language. This is a seven-point scale, dichotomized according to

whether the child expresses words. The relative risk for this variable also exceeded

2.

-Two other variables that were eventually excluded from the multivariate modelling

nevertheless deserve comment:

(a) Mental Retardation Level.3"' Categories are mild (IQ between 50-55 to 70-75),

moderate (35-40 to 50-55), severe (20-25 to 35-40) and profound (less than 20-25).

California uses an additional category, suspected MR, for those whose level of

disability has not been established. It might be expected that the level of
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retardation would be an important mortality predictor; as Table 2 suggests and

some preliminary modeling confirmed, however, the variable contributed rather little

when the others were taken into account.

(b) Table 2 shows the decline in frequencies (proportion of person-years) with Ace.

This is partly due to mortality, but mostly to the children whose condition improved

enough for them to graduate cut of Condition A. As Table 2 shows, the age-v

specific mortality rate is fairly constant: there was no hint here of the usual decline

with age. This suggests that fcr those who remain in a fragile condition, survival

prospects do not improve over time.

Statistical Analysis. It. may seem at first sight that a cohort survival analysis, such

as a Cox regression,31 should be employed here. In fact, however, a cohort perspective •*

would be somewhat inappropriate for a number of reasons: (1) Our observations do not

yield-survival times in any natural way: subjects are observed only during a 1980-92

window (giving rise to left censoring as well as the usual right censoring), and may move

in and out of the "severely disabled" state (Condition A); (2). Speciai rules were required

to determine when the subject is actually in the system, and thus at risk; (3) because the

study focussed on the effect of the predictor variables (mobility etc., plus residence) on

the hazard rate38 rather than on the duration of survival times, an analysis of hazards was

sufficient.
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Instead, it was convenient to model the hazards directly in terms of the predictor

variables, using Icgistic regression.53 Note that if we actually were working with a cchcrt

study, the Icgistic regression approach here would be a version of discrete survival

analysis.1^38 The units of the analysis were the 24,463 person-years (reduced to 24,465

because four contained missing values on one or mere variables). This logistic modelling

of person-year data is closely related to Poisson regression.37 Note that, just as in

Poisson regression, no assumption is made regarding independence of the severak

person-years contributed by a single individual; technically, the individual's contribution

to the likelihood function is the product over the person-years of the conditional survival

probabilities, the conditioning events being that he is alive at the start of the year.

In general the baseline hazard function (i.e., the mortality probability corresponding

to a reference covariate pattern as a function of ace, or other "time" variable) depends on

both the subject's age and the calendar year. In this instance, however, the hazard

analysis showed that:

(a) There were no discernable trends in the age-specific baseline hazard rates.

(b) When the age range (2-14) was partitioned into age-groups there were no

significant differences between the age group-specific baseline hazard rates.

(c) There was no evidence of interactions (effect modification) between age-groups

and other major predictors.

(d) No substantial temporal dependencies (i.e., effects associated with the calendar
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year) were observed.

In view cf this, age and calendar were excluded from the analysis; this implies a

constant baseline hazard function.

All covariates used in the models considered were binary. The rclling-and-sitting

variable, which had been reduced to four categories as described above, was ceded with

three binary variables M0BIL1, MOBIL2, and MOBIL3; these are contrasts of the firsf

three categories against the fourth. In this way edds ratios and related quantities are

easily obtained (Hosmer DW, Lemeshcw S. 1SSS;38-81). For residence, binary contrasts

for each of Community Care, health facilities, and institutions were defined. Own home

was taken as the reference group because it was the largest.

Model building and diagnostic analyses were carried out using standard

procedures (Hosmer, DW, Lemeshow S. 1S89;82-175), including stepwise logistic

regression and likelihood ratio testing for groups of two-way and higher interactions. An

overall test of the model presented in Table 3 showed no evidence of lack of fit (Hosmer

and Lemeshow test,34 x2 = 3.5, 8 df; P = .9).

In order to compare mortality rates for the different placements within strata that

are homogeneous with respect to risk, we adapted the "multivariate confounder score"

procedure of Miettinen.38 The logistic regression equation defined by Table 3, but with al!
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placement variables set to zero, was used to generate a predicted probability of death for

each person-year. Tnese probabilities were estimates of risk, adjusted for placement

effects. They were then used to rank order all the 24,465 person-years from highest to

lowest risk. Next, the perscn-years were partitioned into eight homogeneous "risk octiles",

the boundaries chosen in order to give equal expected numbers of deaths in each. This

choice results in approximately equal variances fcr the octile-specific mortality rates.

Finally, we computed and plotted mortality rates fcr (a) own home and community care,"

and (b) health facilities and institutions. The latter rate was directly standardized"10 to

adjust for the tendency within each cctile for institutions and health facilities to have

relatively more person-years with higher risk. (The own home and community group was

selected as the standard population because it was the larger of the two.)

RESULTS

The main results are condensed into Table 3, which summarizes a series of logistic

regression analyses. Thirteen binary variables were ultimately retained. These fall into

three groups: five binary variables for the main effects and interactions of rolling-and-

sitting and use of tubefeeding, five for other predictors, and the last three for contrasts

between the residence types.

The joint relationship of tubefeeding and rolling-and-sitting to mortality is expressed j
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in Table 3 by five contrasts against a reference croup. The reference group consists of

person-years for subjects at lowest risk, i.e., these not tubefed and with the highest level

of mobility (MOBIL4, indicating at least full rolling ability and including those with ability to

sit). The first variable (TF & M0BIL1) contrasts these who are tubefed and unable to lift

their head when lying en their stomach with the reference group. The odds ratio of 4.02

indicates the former group to have about four times higher odds of dying in a given year

than the reference croup, other variables held constant. This odds ratios may be

interpreted as being roughly equal to the relative risk for the two groups." Those who

are tubefed but possess more mobility (TF & MOBIL2,3,4) had 2.S4 times the mortality

odds of the reference group; this ratio was substantially the same for subjects at all three

of the higher levels of the rolling-and-sitting scale.

For those not tubefed, the odds ratio was 2.76 for those who could not lift head ,

(Not TF & MOBIL1); this declined to 1.80 for those who could lift their heads but no mce

(Not TF & MOBIL2), and to 1.4 for those at the next level (Not TF & MOBIL3). This last

group still had significantly higher risk than the reference group. The Hand Use variable

was significant; those v/ith no functional use of their hands had an estimated odds ratio

of 1.19 compared to those with some hand use. Table 3 shows that those who could not

creep, crawl, or scoot had about 40% higher mortality odds than those who could, again

underscoring the importance of mobility to survival. The three "adaptive" variables,

Interaction with Peers, Auditory Perception, and Expressive Language, also contributed
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appreciably to the prediction; absence of any cf these skills is accompanied by an

increase in odds on mortality of some 20-30%.

The final three rows of the table refer to the placement variables, a major focus of

the study. The own home group was used as the reference. The Community Care

variable contrasts the mortality cf community care with that cf own home. Although the

odds ratio (1.09) is in the direction of a higher mortality rate than Own Home, it is nof

significantly different from 1. Both of the other two contrasts, those of health facilities and

institutions with own home, are in the direction of a reduced, mortality risk. The odds ratios

for both of these placements compared to own home, .81, correspond to a 19% reduction

in mortality odds. Equivalently, own home is associated with a 23% increase in mortality

odds, relative to either heaith facilities or institutions. Thus the apparently superior

mortality rate of own home over institutions observed in Table 2 is actually reversed when

the confounding variables are controlled. It may be noted that when own home and

community care are combined and the logistic analysis re-computed, the odds on

mortality for the combined group exceed those for institutions and health facilities by 25%.

Table 3 shows that the health facilities-own home comparison is on the borderline

of statistical significance (odds ratio = .81; P = 5.6%), while the institution-own home

comparison results in the same odds ratio, with a P-value of 2.4%. For seme purposes

we have combined institutions and health facilities since they both represent the higher .
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levels of medical care, have very similar mortality patterns, and are represented by

relatively small sample sizes (see Table 2). The contrast of own home and the combined

group is significant at the 1% level (ail p-values quoted are two-tailed). This result gees

beyond earlier studies which have shown that the lower mortality in own home can be

accounted for by controlling for certain predictor variables.4''1 In the present study we also

compared mortality in the lower level of care placements (own home and community

care) with the higher level of care placements (health facilities and institutions), controlling*

just for the two variables rolling-snd-sitting and tubefeeding. This resulted in a set of eight

2x2 placement-mortality tables, not shown here. Even when only these two variables were

controlled, health facilities and institutions showed slightly lower mortality (P =4.5%,

Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test).

It was of interest to compare mortality rates by placement at different levels of risk.

As described above, we partitioned the person-years into eight risk-homogeneous groups

or "risk octiies." Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the person-years by residential type

within the octiies. For clarity, and for reasons discussed earlier, own home and

community care have been grouped. In this group the proportions in the octiies decline

steadily as the risk increases. As may have been expected, health facilities tend to cater

to the higher risk groups, though not the very highest ones. Tnese highest-risk

person-years are concentrated in the institutions, which explains the high (unadjusted)

mortality rate for institutions noted previously.
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Mortality rates are plotted against octiles of risk in Figure 2. For reasons noted

above, health facilities and institutions have been combined. Figure 2 shows, for each

octile, the mortality rates for the own home and community group, and the health facility

and institution group. The pattern of a lower mortality rate for institutions and health

facilities appears to be rather consistent across the risk octiles, with no suggestion of a

trend.

DISCUSSION

We have identified the functional disabilities that are most predictive of an

unfavorable prognosis in a large population of severely disabled and nonambulatory

children with mental retardation. All the disabilities are a consequence of devastating

neurological deficits. Tne most important predictors are mobility and the use of a feeding

tube. The importance of tubefeeding and mobility had been recognized previously,1"3 but

the multivariate analysis resulted in greater refinement of the mobility variables, together

with a quantitative assessment of predictive power. For example, Table 3 shows that

subjects unable to lift their heads are subject to markedly greater risk than those with this

ability. The predictive value of the can/cannot lift head distinction is a new finding that

results in substantially improved discrimination.

We have seen that four distinct .levels of rolfing-and-sitting are associated with
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importantly different mortality rates. Other predictors making a contribution are hand use

and the abilities to creep, crawl, or sccot, speak intelligible words, recognize voices, and

interact with peers. The predic:ive utility of these variables had also not previously been

assessed.

The results of the study can be used in a number of ways. For a given individual

with a specific profile of mobility, hand vse, tubefeecing, and so on, the logistic regression"

model presented in Table 3 provides an immediate estimate of the annual mortality rate.

Table 3 also identifies some major variables that should be considered for stratification

(subdivision) of the population of younger persons with mental retardation before one

undertakes lifetable or survival analyses. A further use of the model is to identify

combinations of covariate values that are similar with respect to their associated hazard

levels; in this way one can identity a group of subjects who are at similar risk to a target

individual and then, for example, construct a life table for him or her. Finally, the variables

identified, together with their odds-ratios, provide an informal guide to the survival

prospects of a given individual.

The differential mortality rates among the various placements is noteworthy. Tne

odds on dying for those in their own home or in small group homes are estimated to be

25% higher than the odds for institutions and health facilities, other factors held constant.

We have seen that consideration of the crude mortality rates (Table 2), without controlling
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for any predictors, would incorrectly pcint to the opposite conclusion. The issue appears

to be a case of spurious association resulting from the excess of higher-risk patients in

institutions and health facilities.

The analysis here is based en an observational study net a controlled experiment,

and as such yields results that must be judged as tentative. A definitive judgment en

whether institutions are "safer" than cwn homes would require a properly randomized4

experiment, and this would be ethically infeasibie. In the absence of such an experiment

it is conceivable that there are confounding factors, net measured here, that somehew

favor institutions and health facilities; controlling for these might then change the result.

As pointed out by a referee, one way this could happen is through "overcontrolling": if

community care resulted in better outcomes for mobility or other functioning than

institutional care, then controlling for such factors would introduce a bias against the

community placements. We are not aware of any evidence of such placement differences,

however. Further, it seems likely that own home placements, for example, vary

substantially in quality and quantity of care. To identify the causes of the differences, and

to measure their relationship to mortality, are important issues for future work.

On the other hand we have seen that as mere variables in the study are statistically

controlled, the more the comparison favors the placements with higher level of care. Thus

Table 2 showed institutions and health facilities to have the highest mortality rate when
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no variables were controlled; when the two major predictors (tube feeding and mobility)

were controlled, the comparison slightly favored the institutions and health facilities, being

in fact marginally significant; and these placements appeared substantially better in the

fully controlled model of Table 3. We have also seen that the institutions were

disproportionately represented in the highest risk groups. Variables such as mobility and

tubefeeding serve as markers for health risk, and :f one could control for health risk

precisely by including all relevant variables the comparison might be expected to tilt stiik

further towards the higher-care placements.

One explanation for the difference is that the greater access to medical care, and

especially emergency care, in these placements is being expressed in a reduced mortality

rate. Further study on the causes of deaths, based on examination of medical records,

would be helpful here. It would also be of interest to carry out similar studies in states

other than California.

Mortality is, of course, only one of a number of outcome measures relevant to the

current debate over deinstitutionalization. Other criteria include cost," issues of family

cohesion, and the desirability of the least restrictive environment.4' Nevertheless, the

results here raise the possibility that the trend towards deinstitutionalization is

accompanied by increased mortality in children with severe developmental disabilities, as

in recent years even highly debilitated children have been moved out into the community.
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Parents, guardians, and others concerned with placement decisions may wish to take this

into account.
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Table 1- 7,241 Children, classified by age at first contributed person-year
and by number of person-years contributed.

Age at first person-year

2 yrs

3 yrs

4 yrs

5 yrs

6 yrs

7 yrs

8 yrs

9 yrs

10 yrs

11 yrs

12 yrs

13 yrs

14 yrs

Number of person-years
Contributed

1yr

2 yrs

3 yrs

4 yrs

5 yrs

6 yrs

7 yrs

8 yrs

9 yrs

10 yrs

11 yrs

12 yrs

Percent

51.1

10.9

7.2

5.0

4.0

3.7

2.8

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.5

2.5

2.4

Percent of children contributing
that number of person-years

30.1

20.4

13.5

9.1

7.2

5.5

4.5

3.5

2.7

2.1

1.2

0.3
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Table 2-Percentages of client-years and mortality rates
for some CDER variables (n = 24.465)

[ROLLING AND SITTING

Does net lift head when lying on stomach

Lifts head when lying on stomach

Lifts head and chest using arm support when
lying on stomach

Rolls from side to side

Rolls from front to back only

Rolls from front to back and back to front

Maintains sitting position with minimal support for
at least five minutes

Sits without support for at least five minutes

Assumes and maintains sitting position
independently

HAND USE

No functional use of hands

Has use of hands

CRAWUNG

Does not Creep, Crawl or Scoot

Creep, Crawls, or Scoots

TUBE FED

No Feeding Tube

Has Feeding Tube

RESIDENCE TYPE

Own Home

Community Care

Health Facility

Institution

Client Years
%

25.1

22.2

7.1

9.0

6̂ 5

14.3

8.4

3.1

3.3

45.0

55.0

83.3

16.7

23.2

76.8

56.5

14.2

8.7

10.9

Mortality
%

10.19

5.37

3.80

4.25

3.42

2.40

2.62

2.89

1.73

7.85

3.46

6.87

2.28

9.48

4.21

4.78

5.35

4.67

8.74
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Table 2: Continued

INTERACTION WITH PEERS

Does not have interaction with peers

Has interaction with peers

AUDITORY PERCEPTION

Does not react, demonstrates startle, or turns
head or eyes to sound source.

Responds differently to voices

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

Does not have expressive language

Has expressive language

MENTAL RETARDATION

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Profound

Not/Suspected

AGE

2 yrs.

3 yrs.

4 yrs.

5 yrs.

6 yrs.

7 yrs.

8 yrs.

9 yrs.

10 yrs.

11 yrs.

12 yrs.

13 yrs.

14 yrs.

Client-Years

65.2

34.8

48.9

51.2

36.8

63.2

2.4

5.2

21.3

48.7

22.1

15.1

' 12.7

10.8

9.1

8.0

7.3

6.6

6.1

5.5

5.1

4.8

4.4

4.1

Mortalitv

6.66

3.15

7.30

3.66

8.12

3.88

4.10

3.63

4.00

6.31

5.77

4.68

5.85

5.94

5.85

5.08

4.62

5.78

4.57

5.47

5.51

6.34

6.28

5.46
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TABLE 3-Logistic Regression Model for Mortality Probability,
Based on 24,465 Client-Years.

DF Odds Ratio1 95% Confidence
Interval

Variable

Intercept

TF& M0BIL1*

TF & MOBIL2,3,4e

NotTF & MOBILid

NotTF & M0BIL2*

NotTF & M0BIL3'

Hand Use

Crawling

Interaction w/Peers

Auditory

Language

Community Care8

Health Facility*

Institution9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.01

4.02

2.64

2.76

1.80

1.40

1.19

1.35

1.29'

1.21'

1.23'

(3.12,5.19)

(2.08,3.35)

(2.17,3.51)

(1.42,2.28)

(1.11,1.73)

(1.03.1.38)

(1.07.1.71)

(1.10,1.50)

(1.06,1.39)

(1.08,1.40)

(0.92,1.29)

(0.65,1.01)

(0.70,0.94)

1.09"

0.81"

0.81'

p < .05: p < .01.
ns • not significant.

* Odds Ratios refer to odds on dying in a given year for each designated variable relative to those children in the
reference category.

b Binary variable contrasting those tubefed and unable to lift head when lying on stomach (i.e. MOBIL1) with the
reference group. The reference group consists of those not tubefed and at the highest of the (our mobility levels,
MOBIL4 (i.e., with full rolling ability; see text for complete definition).

e Contrasts those tubefed but with the- ability to lift head when lying on stomach (i.e, MO8IL2, MO8IL3. or MC3IL-S) with
the reference group.

Contrasts those not tubefed and MOBIL1 with the reference group.

* Contrasts those not tubefed and MOBIL2 with the reference group.

Contrasts those not tubefed and MOB1L3 with trie reference group.

9 Contrasts with Own Home as reference group.
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Figure Captions

Rgure 1: Composition by residence type of eight ordered risk groups.

Figure 2: Mortality Rates by Placement.
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David Strauss, Ph.D.
Department of Statistics, Room 2638
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Dear Dr. Strauss:

I a.— writing regarding your manuscript, "Comparative Mortality of People with
Develcpmenrai DiszbiUdcs in Institutions and the Conununiry," co-authored with Dr. Kastner, and
submitted to the American Journal on Mental Retardation. As you and Dr. Kastner note, the
results of your analysis raise potential policy implications for our system.

In order to develop a course of action for our system relative to your findings, and in
keeping with your recommendation to perform additional research, I have asked that an
independent consultant replicate your study, and perform additional analyses. To GO SO, I am
requesting that your data be sent to this consultant as follows. Please provide the records for ail
105,099 person-years, and for zzzh record, please provide the following Seles, with the CDER
sdaDtive skill items represented in their oric'nai levels fie., nrior to collassine):

1. Moraiiy (0,1)
2. Ase
3. Gender
4. Motor Skills

a. Ambulation
b. Roiling and sirring
c. Crawling and sitting
d. Arm use
e. Hand use

. 5. Self care
a. Eating
b. Toileting
c. Bladder control
d. Bowei control
e. Dressing

6. Mental Retardation Ieve!
7. Tube feeding
S. Placement
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Please provide these data, preferably by December 26, 1995, via floppy disc in Locus or
Ascii, to:

Dr. Stan Taylor
School of Business
California State University, Sacramento
6000 J Street
Sacramento, California 95S19-60SS

.(Or via electronic mail: SATAYLOR @ CSUS.EDU)

Thank you for your assistant in further analyzing these important data. Should you have
specific questions regarding the data or format, feel free to call Dr. Taylor at (916) 278-5439.

Skicereiy,

Manager, ( J
Quality Assurance anc?riogram
SuoDon Branch

cc: Stan Tayior, PhD.
bcc: Greg Wagner, Ph.D.

Doug Van Meter
Jim White
Harold Pitchford
Eileen Cassidy
Delores Murrey/files

• Bonnie Banks
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I received your lecter J c s Dr. David Strauss. The policy of the UC Rive—ide Life Expectancy
Project is, and has alw'ays bees, to provide copies of published articles when requested and to
assist interested correspondents in cbtaLiing any pubiicaiiy available data sources that our work
~.ay be based upon. Li the present instance the CDER. data is, of course, already available to you.

I «-as leased to hear of your interest in extending the research results obtained bv our erouo. Our
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Yours Sincerely,

Richard K. Eyman/PaJ).
Professor Emcntus
Princpa! Investigator, UC Bdversidz life Expectancy Project

c=: Dr. David Strauss
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Dear Dr. Strauss:

Thank ycu for calling Greg Wagner, ?JLD., of.—y st2r"iast Friday. He enjoyed the
opportunity tc taik ra ycu rsgardir.g'ycur srjcy, uCc»—pa.—uvs MonaL?r/ cfPtopis «-f±
Dr/e:op-2r.:ai Disabi!:-'ss L- irszzi'dczs ar.c *>.; Cc-jr.urJr/." As I ciscusstd in my le^er to ycu.
cz'Decs—ber 14, 1995, cur c252-":~er.: rlans to dr/jlco ar. ascrccnats'ccurse of actior. for our
r.'stsm based upon ycur fi.-dinzs. To do so, we are reque5ti-.g your original caa, as specif ed is
—y December letter to ycu. Aiier — y discussion wi:h Dr. Ev— an, and his subsequent ler^er to ~e
cf January 12, 1956, and Dr. Wagner's recent discussion with ycu, I appreciate your -willingness
to work v,ith us. • •

Li rSs letter tc me, Dr. H}~an stated that the policy of the Life Expecuncy Project, u...:s,
and always has been,... tc assist interested ecrrespenden^ h obtaining any pubiiciy a'/aiiable data
sources that cur work .-ay be based upon." Scth you and Dr. EyEan have indicared that in the
present case, these data (e.g.," CDE3.) are available to us internally. Although ihar is true, we
continue tc recuest your orfsinzi data. Otherwise, anv octential "ouirks" that mav have ejected
the data in initial trans—Jssicn from DDS to you would cause di5erences in the data set beT&czz

.your original data and these that we would access internally. Also, ycu have already done initial
matching of UCI numbers, and acquired mortality data, which would otherwise present us with
additional workload issues.

Because the avaiiabuiry of our consultants is very limited, I am requesting that these data
be made avsiiabie by February 9, 1996. Dr. Eyisan informed me that competing demands and
Errit ed stair resources would impede the provision cf the data until after March, so I would like to
arrange for one of our staff to directly assist you. Please let me know which day(s), January 31 to
February 9, 1996, wculd be best for you with regard to our sending a staf person to assist you.

"Building Partnerships, Supporting Choicss1



David Strauss, ?h.D.
P2gc Two

Again, thanx ycu fcr ycur hzlp. We respect your research, and appreciate the opportunity
to conduct additional analyses of the data. Also, Dr. Waener asked me to thank you for the
additional studies en mortality in persons v»ith developmental disabilities.

Sincerely,

ssurance and Program
SuoDort Branch

cc: Dr. Richard Evn".an



A7TACEMINT 5

ON FEBRUARY 2,1996, IN A TELEPHONE CALL WITH STAFF, DR.
STRAUSS STATED THAT UC RIVERSIDE WAS NOT GOING TO SEND

THE DATA TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES.

4/8/96dm



STAT; C= CAi

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
1 SCC S7H ZTnzzT

TC. G£ 35c1-i

2S7 • v

5-cn-v6, 1996

David Scsuss, ?i_D. •
Dera—-e-r of Scadsecs, Rocc 2e 3 8
University of Ciiifcr-ii
Riverside, CA 52521-0138 _

I Z— shczkzd z~d dis~zyzd ih=: ycu iavs zzr^szd to ccccerEK "»v~"ih ~:y
^5"Ir. z-O'yidir.z dz'^. U5:c k vc-r r---u5C7iri "Ccsziranvs Mcnalir/ of Ptocie

w-I± you azd i e Uziversir/, azc rts h=vc ~c±:e:y p-cvi'dsd you with ca^ for ycur ressarrh
e-ds2vc—. Vv~± -Ĵ 5 ~ ~nc, I an vcr-- 3uczi:c bv your -zr^szl :c srzn: cur rscuss: for ccrfss

in ~rs*<'icc5 cc~vc*^£ifoii5 "'••î h î v ŷ "̂ 7 vou s:—zi?t\szcd list ccin^ctin^ f**.'»'*~?~r**-'-
your'tizis and iiziitsc r^f^sourrrs ;•:—••-«>•• yoiz zzi'dzy to assis: us. When "we onersd :c ss
our ovrz s ^ r to a^rls: "r.i± can rs—"=Vci. you sdli rrrused to provide ±e dst= rrcutsisd.

"yvlthcut cussdez. your fadings cculd hEvc rrcfourd iz^plicidcrs for th: ptcclc
ser/ed bv cur Dzzsr~zzz- Ycu arc so ccub: iw-zr: ±2: ± - Ccfei: la^Tuir ssderrcc; asr::r
r^cuirrs us to cccinuc dowTsiif^s our Sczrs irsdrudo^s through £cc::;rai2d ccimuniry
piacs—sets.. w"» nctc ycur crfgi^zi c^u so that we caz vsrir/ your facings 2cd dsvcicp c^
srcrouriaie ccirsc of acdo:

"Building Partnerships, Supporting Choices'



Because ofyour steadfast refusals to cooperate. I am asking Um'vcrsiry omciais to
intervene ca our behalf By virtue of'this letter, I a s also fcrr:ally requesrhg this dau £-c~i you
uacfsr uie provisoes of the Public Records Ac: (see Go verier . : Code Secc'ocs 6252, 6253,
6256 and 6257). Tnis requires you to recced within 10 days. Arched please nnd a espy of
our letter to you dared December 14,1995, which describes thz specific data requested.

Sccerely,

DENMS G. AMLTNDSON

Director

cz: Dr. Richard E;.—an
Rzymczd I . Orbach. Chanceilcr •

"Building Partnerships, Supporting Choices'



DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
1 SOC STH S"£=T
SACRAMENTO. CA 5 : 3 : i
T7Y 53-2CS-:

Raytrcnc L. Orbach, Cbasceiior
University of California
4148 Kindernker Hail
Riverside, CA 9252!

Dezr Ch=sceilor Orbach:

I am a-ceniisg to you to is::"rd: cz our be-aif is cb^izizz da3 used in a
research sr^cy by Dr. .David Strauss, a Professor is i s Departs::-: of Statistics at Usiversi:
cf Cziiforsia, Riverside.

The Derirss;-: of Deveicrsteztai Ser%-i::s cir:c^v c-cra:es six S^ie is5t:nidoc;

csrtd for in Stats issdruticss. Sisce •-: are cosdsuisg to cow^rize cur State issdtudess by
acoritrassg corss-usiry piacesoests. Dr. Scrauss' 5zidlz.zs obviously have profcusc policy
irspiicarioss for us to conrider.

Sines our Deparrsesi has cossirtesdy assisted Dr. Stratus' research everts, we
are dusibfousded by his rtf-sai to r^ppiy us vr-ii core da*a to vzzify asd analyze 'nis fsdisgs.

I v.-ouic acoreriate your prompt respesse to this appeoi. Our request is cie^iy
warnr.ted rom a poiicy susdpeist. ar.c is Iegaily sribrceabie under the Public Records Aci.

L sssLic you for your assistance.

Cordiaily,

C. h,/^t., /k*^U><Z U^^<^^
. • DENNIS G. AMUNDSON

Dirrctor



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVtRSIDE

^rx^"

TKi iXrcirrivr v;cr CKANCIL^O?

Denr.is G. Arnur.dscr.

15CC Sch's-ree.
^ D^T*"S — CCrTiS'^CH." S " *~V"" C ~ c

2e=r Mr. Amur.cscr.:

se_ z'r.a.z ycu have requested frc- Prcfesscr David Scrauss cf ch=
UC?. Deparz~sr.c cf £ta~iscics.'

This i s zz advise ycu cha; I have referred chis rr.ac~er cc che

—Tcecuziv's Vice Chance Her

c=: Chaj^csilcr Orbach
?"£=sscr Strauss
Ccuz.se! Takeniva



ATTACHMENT ?

THE REGENTS. 0 ? TrIZ UNIVERSITY 0? C41IF0RNLA

OFFICE Or THE

It:

Ji-r.e £. Hoiit
CZMS.VU. CSl^OE

Harrh 20, 1SS6

/I -
Michael jfcur.t, Chief Counsel
Department cf Devaicpaer.tal Services
2600 Ninth Street
Sacranentc, C-. 55314

i S=rvicas C'iifcmla
fesscr David Strauss;

Department cf Development:
P.sccrds Act P.equest ts ?r:
U.-.jversitv cf California .

Dear Kr. Kour.t:

Professor.David Strauss cf the

-Althcuch the corraspcncenca betveen the Department and Professor
Srrauss dates back, as far as I kncv, to sid-Dece=±:er 12SS, the

he fcru cf a rsffuest underfirst put ia tDepartsent's'rscaest vas firsp p q
the California Public Reccrds Ac- en February 6, -1556, in tva
le t te rs frca the Director, cne tc Chancellor ?.ayaond L. Orbach,
a.nc the ether ts Prcfesscr Strauss, raspended to by Executive^
Vice Chancellor David H. Warran en February IS, I2S6, indicating"
that the nat ter had been referred ts ay office-
2Ir. Director i=ur.dscn's letter cf February 6, 1596 t s
Professor Strauss, he characterizes i t as "data fcr your research
endeavors, " and as "ycur original data." See also let ter cf



y.ichael Haunt, Chief Counsel
ifarch 20, 1SS51-
Pace 2

I recognize that sore cf the data upon 'which the "Comparative
.Mortality11 manuscript is based was provided by the Department 'to
Professor Strauss, and is otherwise publicly available from the
IDepartmer.t. In addition, Professor Strauss obtained additional
s t a t i s t i ca l information from ether public resources (e.g., Vital
Sta t is t ics records) . However, i t is clear to me that
Professor Strauss has, by the application cf his expertise and
s"chcl=rship, and in fulfilling- his responsibilities to the
University to perform academic resaaroh, combined a_nd analyzed
the data pursuant: tz 'specific algorithms he creazad for purposes
cf this study. His results, methodology and analysis are
contained in the ~are~* that vill be Published *'n CTu'v 2.SSS **~
""•" o 1 —7e••-" r-T> T-> T ( " l " ~ ' s 1 i"*"l V a » - j " 1 o — -3— — -j J- ••' — — — > e- v-(~T-' 3 "~ a 3 - - p — =

acceptance cf a manuscript for publication in a peer-reviewed
scholarly journal reprssants a determination, by 'Che revievers
zhat the explication cf the methodology, analysis and results is
sufficiently thorough .and aoouraia as ~o permit replication by
cthers in the field..

and thBased en the foragoing, en behalf cf Professor Strauss and
University cf California, I musr respectfully deny
Director Amundsen's recuest. The California Public P.ecords Act
exempts from disoicsure, amc-c ether things, "records the.

provisions cf federal or state lav, including, but net limited
to , provisions cf. the lvicer.ee Czce relating to privilege" (Gc\~.
Code, § £254 (l<)), is veil as records as to which "zhe public
interest served by not maJcing the record public clearly cutveighs
the public interest served by disolcs'cre cf the record-" (Gov.
Cade, S 6253.) Net enly are these records protected by
judicial ly recognized privileges, i t is also my opinion that a
request sucb. as by Director Amundsen's must yield "to the
compelling-nature" cf .Professor Strauss I. and tihe University's
legitimate interests in maintaining the integrity cf
academicians ' research ar.d preserving academic freedom from
cr.varrar.ted encroachment-

*Cf course, immediately upon publication cf the manuscript, vs
v i l l be oleased ~o mais i t available to vcu. As indicated above,

t h e

January 2S, 1296, from Deloras Hurrey, Manager, Quality Assurance
arid Prccraa Supper- Brancb, t= Professor Strauss, in viich she

he term "ycur original data" repeatedly.t h

3.,:As Z believe vcu are avaire, ?r:*sssor Strs'-ss has a collaborator
ind co-authcr cf the manuscript, Dr. Tzc. Xastner, Medical

Director, Hcrristovr. Hencrial Hospital, Nev Jersey.



Kichzel Kcur.t, Chief Ccur.sai
Karch 20, 15S6
Pace 3

the manuscript should be sufficient to enable ycur depa:
repl ica te Professor Strauss1 vcri.4

Please feel free to call se if 2c:- hsve any questions.

/ .

Jrsc ? y
Ur-ivsrsitv Couizsal

cz: P.. L. Criach
D. J . Strauss

• D. H- Warren '

4 ZZ an r.ct cersuaced that the fact that i t r icht be "very t ise
ccnsuaing and expensive to replicate the wcrk [Professor. Strauss
has] already -cone" (letter of"Feb. 6, 1S96, fron Director
Aaundscn to Professor Strauss) constitutes sufficient



ATTACHMINI '

. S7A-7= 0? CAL.'fOSN'IA~*£AI.7H AN'O WSL'An; AGENCY F - T = WilSCN. Governor

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
7 SCO 97H STnS£7
SACSA.Vtg.N70. CA SS3TA

(SI Si S=4-;SS7

a *

me Honorable Mike l u p
California Stszt Szzziz

' S^te Capirol Rccni 5056
Sacnaaento, CA 95314

Dear Ser.2:or Thon-pson:

TharJc ycu for offering :c ir::r--;r.e -̂ vJ: u-iv
disclosure of V:L=I di:a :J^CC b a —cniiiry sr^cy ccnc
e~plcyee of U.C. Riverside.

rsfr/ of Csiifcrzia of5c:ais to recuir
ciec by Professor David Scsuss, an

As vcu recuested. 11.— cnc:osfz£ ccries cf ccrres^ondenc: on this issus dadne back to
December of 1995. Fcr TZZSCZS oriy !cc«r. ;o Dr. Scrauss. he has ccndzuousiy stocswailed ail
eifcns by —y Depamcnc to cbui- 'rds cor; da:a and STJGV —e±cdoiogy. Finally, in frustranon.
I officfaily requested the informadcr: ur.it: the Caiifoniia Public Records A.cz.

/-Sicrishi-giy; Fred Takeriiyc. Legal Cotnse: re U.C, dzrsed my request wiih. the
following adzzonishncn

"Not only 2re these records protected by judicially recognized privileges, it is
my opinion that a request such 2s by Director Ainundson's must yield to the
compelling nature of Professor Scrcuss' aad the University's legitimate
interests in maintaining the integriry of academicians' research and
preserving academic freedom from unwarranted encroachment"

Obviously, we are very troubled by £is response, pardcuiariy since it comes from
another agency of Suire Cover-men!. Mow can academic freedom be more irnporsmt xh2n
the public's right to know about mortaiity ra:es of oersocs wi± cevcloprnenmi disabiiiues?



For your inforsEaiion, I am also enclosing correspondence from ocher scic.idsa
questioning Dr. Strauss' research methodology. Perhaps he's concerned iha: his fadings
won": 5:2nd up to acceptable scientific standards.

Thank'voc again for vour oner ;o heis. P'ecsc le: me know if you nerd additional
iaforranon,

• Cordially,

'*'• DENNIS G. AMUNDSON
Dir:c:or

Encicr^res

Sz^ic Lerrer Ser:: re:

The Henorabie K:r_-e± Maddy
The Hcncrabis Diar.e vv'i^cn •
The Honorable Ross Johnson

be: Douglas .~moic
Pad Cariercn
Dcug Van Merer
Eileen Czssicy
iVEce Mourn
Karoic Pizchfard
Deiores Murrey
Ken Buono •



Department- Justice
sO .-rs.-7-.cn: S:.-esu Sv.::e 2CO

S:a":a d California

M e m o r a n d u m

: Michael Mcur.:, Chief Counsel
Depart-ent cf Developmental Services
1=00 ? Street
Sacrar.er.:o, CA 55514

Can : M £ y 1 5 , 1 3 = =

Teiephcne: C-H.NET ( 3 ) 5 2 1 - ; 3 4 4

25=-£257

B ZVZ7.LZY ?.. MZYZ7.S
Escu tv A t t c m e v Ger
Hea l t h , Educaticn = Welfare
Offlcs of the Artcmsy General - San rrzr.clszs

•-Strauss
— — o v _ : _

Develcp-.er.ral S=r"-"ic = s (Deparzr.er.c) I-£r_r.is G. .---ur.dscn's recuss:
Cc cbcain ~he crr= dara ar.d szudy ~ischccclccy undsrlyinc

I-sci:u-icr.£ ar.d che C--.-2ur.i-y'1. y:y ur.derszar.dir.g is tha- if
"he Deparz~er.r wished cc file a lawsuit tc cbcaiz z'-.is
Lr.fcrrr.aricn, we vcuid have cc receive the apprcval cf the
C-:v;—.cr' s Office as well as the A::crr.ey G=-eral's Office. At
chis ti.-s, bs.sad urcn h h h h d d fthat I havs c=n.ducced sc far,
I dc r.c: r=cc~r.er.d filing a lawsuit, hut ir.sread pursuing a
p-ii^-— Q— T — -»~£-• —̂ .let {~CZ-} recuest and ^cst~~uiiicatic~

auzhcr direc-ly. Acccrdinc tc the March 20, 1 = 5= l e t t e r fr:s
University cf Califc—ia czi^r.sal representing Prcfesscr Strauss,
the .---series^ Jcumal en Mental Retardation will publish, the
c-rcicle in. i t s July lS?o editicn. . .

i

T!-tZ DZ?A?.7MZ>r7 C^y G S T A I N MUCX I ? NO? ALL C? THZ iy?CHM.-.T~Gy
SOUGHT sY MZANS OTT-IZ?. THAN' .-. L.->*S~"T.

I s p e k e w i r h Dr . J c h n Krueger {(3C1) 4 4 2 - 5 2 3 0 ) a t t h e .
Nacicnai Institute cf Health (NIK! , Division cf r.esearch-
Zn.vestiga-icns, Office cf Research Incegriry, who in.forr.ed -.e
tl~2.z i t was advisable t3 contact the "•cumal that wculd be

e resea

C O N F I D E N T I A L
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGEA



Michael Mount
May 15, .12 2 S
Pace 2

publishing Dr. Strauss' article, and £==> Dr. Strauss'
underlying data and -ethcdelcgy that way because rnar.y journals
require Chat certain information be available for disclosure as
pare cf their pre-publicaticr. criteria. I vas inferred by beeb
Dr. Krueger and attorney, Barbara Hcvr.an, NIK, Division cf
; < • * • »-" r s -"- Z " ' ; i ^ ' - r ~ " ' r - - ' p - s " r'"'3 r ? " o — = 1 •—,' "5 s •>' c p - = — - - - /——— — —

i s funded, Chen such iter.s as the crane applicat ion, the crane '
i e s e i f , crceccols , and orcgress reccrts vculc be available
rrursuane" to ehe 7CIA.1' "(See SI7A Ul!C-c:-:, I - c , v. Suffices
"(1S51J- 101 N.C.Apo. 232, 33= S.I.2d 340, 341, c i t i ng 5 uSC §
532, ee sec . ) I spoke directly with Carol Florence a s e h e NIK
whe a c t u a l l y handles the FCIA requests, and confirmed that we
should ask for these iter.s and direct the request ec her. (Her
^'r.cpe n u - i e r i s (3C1) 43S-S122, and fax nu~ber i s (2Cl).43c-
7.101) .) Wi-h the Derar:r.er.:' s cerr.issicr., I would l i ke to send
.the enclosed l e t t e r , raking the FOIA request en behalf cf the
j 3 s 3 c i i r ~ r r t S " " ^ " * a = s 5 ~ d " * ^ 2 w^i*"US'* u"— i T S 3 & i r t i m o ~ 3 v * ^™~^ t** — *™ ~
sand ehe letter. .

Concerning p-ublication in the July 1 = 3= .-_~=rican Jcumal CT.
Mental ?.e~a~da~"'o~ Z contacted the editor Professor-St^ve
Schrceder, LTniversity cf Kansas ((312) H?4-4233). Me indicated
chat the Journal bas no pr='-publication disclosure requir=-=nts
as a condition cf cublicacicr.. Ke did read ~.e his .-.~ril 4, 153£

publish Dr. SCrsuss' ar t ic le en schedule, but with a footnote
disclai.T.er inviting research and alternative views en this
Cc3~'o. ir.3 -*-»£*-'£z~3/- a"co that he "̂ ead tne Deoartrnencf s
reviewers' ccrr-.er.es with interest, and wculd encourage eher. to
suJorr.it e i ther a regular researoh article en an updated data set
from ehe CDZ?. database cr to recast thsir remarks ineo a

to ho eh Dr. SCrauss and his coliabcraeor, Dr. Xasener regarding
ehe Director 's March 25, 133s .letter, and that Dr. Kastnsr
indicaeed he would cisclcse ehe raw data and protocol, but Dr.
Strauss wculd not agree eo do so. Dr. Schrceder said ehae ie i s
cusrc-.arv in ehe csvcholoc-y- field Co disdesa ehe ccrrolets data

1- (See aisc, Fczs'r.=sr. v. C=lif=nc ID.C. 1375) 537 ?.2c
123, 1127 ("Scientists engaged in researoh cr. federal grants
usz cccspc ehe fact ehae any documents filed with ehe federal
cvsrnrr.ene, wheeher en ehe scientists' cvn inieiaeive cr an
udi t cr ceher lawful demand, ars subject tc ehe ?CIA.)

2 .

C O N F I D E N T I A L
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE



Michael Mount
' Mav 15, 15S6
Pace 3

set, i.e., rav data and protocol after publication, but that t:
Journal did r.c: have this requirement.

T:-:E LAW roES NC? su??Qr.r AN' A = S O L ~ E R~G:-:~ TO rr-:z r̂ TO=yATTON~
SOUGHT•

A. Should We Pursue a Lawsuit'. *'e '"'culc Do So Under the
California Public Records Act.

• The f i r s t question is which vehicle would we use tc seek thj
raw data, methodology, analysis, and results cf Dr. Strauss'
3d^ici'v • T**"̂ 2 c**c*c e s cCw£ = --" Cc i s c*is ^ a c i s ~ = * ~ 0 * ^ c^" C= * * *̂ —.*—>• —
Public P.scords Act. We -use ini t ia l ly rule cut the 70IA because

• we are ~cz seeking infcrr.aticn frcm a federal agency, but
inszsad f ror^ a state agency, UC ?.iverside. Pursuant tp the
FOIA, 5 USC § 532, requests are directed cc an "agency" of the
Federal Government. Specifically, agency is defined in 5 USC §
552(1) as "any executive depar-r.enc, - i l i ta ry ceparzTiene,

ccher es~ablishr.ent in the executive branch cf the Govemnient
(including the Executive Cffice cf z'r.e President) , or -any
independent reculatcrv acer.c*'"". Sines cur current recuesc is to

z~.^r. ir is nor subject tc the FCIA. (See ?~c~zsssz.ve .--zzsis.1
A'elfasrs Scciezy v. Ur.iversizy cf Washizc-zcr. (1SS4) 125 w*ash.2d
242, £54 ?.2d 5=2, =05.) Cr. the ccher hand, if the NIH did not
honor cur request, the NI>:, a Federal agency, wculd be subject

. to suit ur.der the 7CZA. (See Fc~s'r.a^i v. C=li£ar.c (D.C. 1373)
557 F.2d 112S, 1131, 1125.)

Cur ab i l i tv tc sue then is ccvemed by the California Public
F-.eoords Act. I wculc agree with the University's coun.se! that
the inquiry i s based upon C-rvem-ent Cede section c254, et sz-z. ,
the Public P.eoords Act. Secticn £254 (k) e:cer.ots frc~4 disclosure
"records the disclosure cf which is exemptsd cr prohibited
pursuant to provisions cf federal, cr state law, including but
not linuited to,, provisions cf the Evidence Code relating to
privilege" . Secticn S253 exempts from disclosure records to
vhich "the public interest served by net making the record
zz'^blLc clearly cutweichs the public interest served by
disclosure cf the record." I have beer, unable to find any
California case Isw specifically interpreting these code •
sections in the context cf academic integrity, the prir-cips.1
reason raised bv the Universitv fcr non-disclosure.

C O N F I D E N T I A L
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE



Michael Mount:
' May 15, 155S

5. It is Unclear whether "-*'= Could l*lti-a:elv Prevail in'a
Lawsuit.

In construing tr.e "mer.cra.-cum exemption wmcn projects
deliberative materials produced in the process cf making agency
decisions but not factual —ateria_s pursuant to.Government Coce
S £254(a), an exemption not at issue here, a California Court cf
Arceal construed the California Public Records Act here as
havinc essentially the same purpose ct tne FOIA. regarding
deliberative memoranda. (Czliz=zzziz fcr a -Bszzsr Zz.'sir=.—e-z v.

'.Derarc.-ne.--c cf Feed i Acrio-lcure (15=5) 171 Cal.App . 2d_ 704,
711.) The Court said a reviewing ccurt may lock, to the
reasoning cf the analogous federal czs* law in construing this
-ar t icular subsection." (Id. at zz. 712-12.) . Sir.ca there is r.o
California case law directly on point, i t would appear that a
California court would look tc federal law to ccr.st.rue the claim
cf academic integrity as a bar tc disclosure. I note also t.tac
usinc C=iirc:rt:ia"fcr"a barter JLtvirci-s-tc, we could certainly
argue that the University should be recuired to disclose the raw
data i t used underlvinc Z'.t article. The problem m citing tnis

documentation -efleciir.c ~r. Strauss' "deliberative process11

should not h= disclosed.r

s-ec ia l i s t s in the treatment cf diabetes sought to cbtam tne

"z" ai~- * ~~s c*cst*' zT.^d the validitv cf the studv. 'Z'r.s findings
had be-=r. o-ubi'ished in the Journal cf che American Diabetes

raw data throuch the federal agencies sponsoring the grants.
The Ccurt held"thai "the cublio at large does not have a r ig."
ur.der the 7reedom cf Infcrmation Act to the underlying raw daca
L— the hands cf the invescicatrrs and university groups who

2. (Cf. Tiaes'iVfirrcr Co. v. Superior Ccn~z (15S1) 52
Cal.2d 1225,' 1222-42 (Under zhe "deliberative process." exemption
to cisclcsur-e~cf 'public records (G=v. Code § 6254 (a) ) ', the 3c=y
cuestion is whether the disclosure cf materials weld expose an

. C O N F I D E N T I A L
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C3~duc:=c the UGD? study prcrra." cr ci=be:es under crar.ts frees
the federal government." (Id. a: p . i i j j . ) Sir.ce the federal
agencies did not: have the raw 'data, z'r.ey were net recuired to
acquire i t from the investigators. Cr.z helpful pcinc cads by
the Ccurt was "the Jreedca cf Ir.ic—aiicr. Art does net csper.d cr.
a shewing cf need cr'inheres;: by the part icular arclicanc fcr
ths reccrds AJIV shc<"'i~c cf ~eed is irreleva~c.n (""" a~

In =rrc-re55ivs .-_-i.-£i Wslfzrs Scciezy v. Ur.z.vsrsizy cf
Wzs'-ir.c-zzr. (IS=5 wash.Sup.Ct.) SS4 ?.2d 532, the Washir.ctcr.
Supre.-s Ccurt ccr.strued Washir.ctc-'s Puhlic Disclosure 'Act.
U-li>e Califcrr.ia's Act, Wasr.ir.czz- h=d a prcv-isicr. exempting;
-av_ data, and_ similar tc Caiifrmia, had a subsection e.xe-ptinc
infc-rrraticn that fell within the "deliberative "recess" cf an
_agency. _ (?.cw s 42.17.210 (i) (h) « ( l ) ( i ) J At issue was whether
infematien in a universitv's researcher's unfunded crant
prcpcsal involving use cf ani.r.als in scientific research -use be

disclosed r.aterial which -.ight reveal valuable fc—ulae,
designs, drawings and research" cara, crade secrets, cr. ether
confidential inforr.ation. The apparent basis cf the court 's
decision was the orovisicn exernctinc raw data fro~. disclosure.^'
(-O.. =.z p. 53=.) As to the deliberative orccess exer.Owicn, the
court concluded that: • •

"unless disclosure wculd reveal and e:-n:cse the- deliberative
process, as cisrinoo fro~ the faoos upon which a decision is

•=_y en tnis ex=-pci=n, e •

subordinates expressed as part cf the deliberative process,
that disclosure wculd inhibit the flew cf reoorr.-encatiens,
cbse—.-ations, and opinions; and finally, chat the -ateriais
covered bv the execr.otion reflect oclirv recorrjr.sndations anc
cpinions and ncc the raw factual data en which a decision is .

- based. [Citation.] Subjective evaluations are not ex=-pi
under this provision if they are treated as raw factual data

2 . .. The court said the purpose cf this orovisicn. was- to
prevenz private persons frcrs using the Aco to appropriate
pecentiaily valuable intellectual, oroperty for private gain.
(Id. a: p.£5 5.)

C O N F I D E N T I A L
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cc.-.siceraticr.. [Citation.] Cr.ce the policies cr
recommendations are implemented, z'r.e records c^zsa to be
protected under this exemption." (Id. at p.500.)

Although the University in cur case has net articulated the
deliberative process privilege so far, I would expect them tc do
so in any future litigation. And, it would appear that should a
California court lock to the analysis cf this Washington case,
i t could be inclined to- find the deliberative process • exemrticn
in California Government Code § £254 (a) applicable. Therefore,
the court could rule that pricr to publication, the protocols cr
extrapolation cf the raw data wculd not be discoverable.

As to raw data, i t would appear that we wculd be entitled to
that pre-publicaticn. (Cf. Ur.iversizy cr W=slzir.=-zz~i, supra,

_p.=00, - .5 (merely raw data contained in NI>! peer review written
evaluations ("pink sheets")', net ccvered by any ether exempticn,
are discoverable even where the grant proposal remains

the raw data, has already been available to us, since in iarce
part , we generated i t . It appears that what is cr i t ical to us
i s obtaining Drs. Strauss' and Kastner's protocols. This case,
uciversi ry cf '<is.sr.Lr.ozzr-, does not provide authority- to advocate
c_i.sc_csure cr tnis mzormation.

C. .—.cademic ~~aecc~ is a Cu ssticr.abls rasis for wit*~*"oldinc
Documents. Nevertheless. = Lack cf a Qualified Privilege Dees
Net ~.ecuire Disclosure.

The various courts seem reluctant to acknowledge an actual
orivilsce fo~ academic freedom cr a "researcher's oriviiece"
Nonetheless, even if a privilege is ac'".cwi edged, i t i s a

cf S'CZ'T. a privilege, per sa, in California (cr elsewhere;,
courts cay s t i l l deny disclosure. And, i t seems, in cur case,-
the -deliberative privilege would s t i l l deny disclosure cf
protocols, e tc . prs-publicaticn cf Dr. Strauss' ar t ic le .

Concerning the University cf Washington's claim cf academic
freedom, in Uiid.vsrsi~y.cf Wa.ss.ir.ozzr., supra, the Washington
Supreme Court found ncn= in this context. The Court said:

•• 'a' ven '• ~ • ̂  t did a~olv wg are not convinced the extension
cf freedom cf soeeoh doctrine advocated by the University i s

C O N F I D E N T I A L
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ei ther recuired cr acvisar.a. As the United Scares Su~re~:
Court r=-ar>:=d ir. i t s cr.ly case cr. pcir.t:

In cur view, re.iticr.er's reiiar.ee en the so-called acader.:
freeccrr. cases is scr.evhat -isplacsd. I- these cases
ccverr.r.er.c vas att2.~rci.~c ce ccntrel cr direct the ccr.ter.t
cf z'r.e s^eez'r. engaged ir. by the university cr these
a f f i l i a t ed with i t . (university cf Fa. v. ZZCC, 4S2 U.S.
132, 157, 1C7 L.Zd.2d =71, 110 S.Ct. £77 (15 = 0). The =uiii
P.ecerds Act dees r.et ir.rese ar.y center."-based restricziens
en sceech. '̂ 'e car_r:ec bui arree with the Supre.r.e Ccurr when

Ir. essence, pstiticr.sr as.«:s us te reeecr.ire an expane.ee

rr.a~ — "*• a"s fre~ diseiesure. .-—Lthcucn we are senstt*
effects that cer.cer.r-neutral ceverr.~ent actien r.ay

: s-zeec'r., and believe that burden that are less than
Q2.^/ £y c c — — c c c a ^c AmendrTienc c e r c e e wd t
che Firsz'.-.-.er.dr.snt car.r.et be ~:<Zi-ded te e r i r a c s
r e i i z i c n e r ' s clai.-. (Cit = ; iens c.-itred.) 452 U.S. az IBS.

c^s^^'^ £^ s--»*^V;£^ c~ whs "~*v£r3-Zv i s nee serr.s'^cw

assuming rhere were pl = usible creunds fer ceinc se, i r vcul
be d i f f icu l t re granr seeeiai 7irsr A.T.endn;£nc prececrien t:
pub-lie u-ivsrsiry er.elcyees while denying i t t e ether srar=
e.r.rlevees It is crue rhar eeurzs tradirienaliy have beer.
reluera~r "̂~ "~r=rf2~2 unneeessarilv in che inrema.1

Hcwev— *" !"~o ~~sce~t situatien is different. The ~"*~ * * c

a.T.ended r.-.~;ercus rir.es by the Legislature.- Neirher the
peeple ner rhs Legislature created a general exerr.pcicn frer.
t.hs Ace ~'^v- ~ub""'e ur'versiries cr fer aeadenuLcs.- *̂e see

4. Jcr a diseussicn cf the pre-lSrO u-ivsr-siLV cf
J:snn'S'v'2v5_-i = < sucra, cases, see the feiicwinc: (But sae, centra,
Dow Cter:ic=2 Ce.'v. Allen £ Killer (7th Cir. 15S2) €12 7.2c.
12 = 2, 1274 - 12 77 (.-.eade~ie freede~ ueheld as a r-asis rer
af f i—iing crder net .t= ciscicse decu~ee.es underlying scucy zy
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-c consti tutionally compelling reason to do s c . " (Id. at
p . = C 2 . )

Accordingly, this logic,- although net binding, could he
persuasive in cur case. I would not expect a ccur: to find an
actual academic freedom privilege in cur case. Hcwevsr, a ccur:
could s t i l l I ir.it disclosure until after publication using the
deliberative s r iv l scs .

In the cnly California case re-cteiy en point, Scr.zzf v.
•Hegc.-cs cf t.ts Ur.ivessizy cf Cs.lifcrr.is. (1551) 224 Cal.App.2d
12 53, petitioners challenged the zzzcess cf acaderr.i.c peer reviev
for tenure e.-ployed by the University of California, which in
3er~i.ne""t "w£.r™ i"*c*û ~°d consz.d£~"at"'cn c^ ocr"*"*de*""'*-:^
ir.fcrr.aricn a'r.=.Z vas r.ct cade available to the professor
appl icant . The court upheld the statutes at issue based upen

SLr-s.L Sc~.cc' c~ ^-dLcis** v*. .-_~sr*'can Zzzs-ccz C~. ( 2 r d C " ~ . "= = =

- iszr icz Ccur:' s order recuirin- disclosure cf redacted
infcrr.a^icn in szudies d=t=rr.ininc chat cigarette srr.c/rinc ~av
cause cancer and s-o'<ing in co-juncrion virh exposure :c
asbestos increase z'r.z ris:< cf causinc cancer ceo^etricallv
rarher than ari-h.~erically. 7'r.e £a;--.r.z.r. Circuit has recognised
a qualified privilege to procecz schclars fro- the prerr.azure
disclosure cf th=ir research, cr prior to publication. (Id. at
p.1522.) (3ut see, Wilkizscr. v. F3I (C.D.Cai. 152c} 111 T.7..Z.
422, 44 0 - 442 (This Central California District Court discussed
the "researc— e""'c oriv*

s oe*"c*"a t ~ ° ^—""^T "* â  unr*acocsar"»" to detertT;—'"0 vnetner
z.he researcher's privilege cr acade-ic freedom privilege should
be recognized- in this case. Plaintiffs were seeking tc assert an
"archival privilege*, i .e . , whether placing records in CJ:
archive car. exempt thea fr=z disclosure. The court concluded
that i t did net.) '

Indeed, in S.I.T.A. CXC.-Oi., IXC. v. .V-rfi..es (15 = 2)
420 £.Z.2d 674, 4-.5-44 = , the court concluded that i t was r.cz
clear in 15 = 5, when rzs-zcr.dzr.~ asserted "acadenr^c freedes" as a
jus t i f ica t ion for nondisclosure that this was unreasonable.
f—r'rinss then citas Ur.Lsezsizy cf ?szs.syl"ZJC.iz, supra, for the
proposition that no such privilege, exists now.

£.
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process tO prevail ever Che interest i~ cisciosure cf
information"pertaining ~o a single individual. (Id. at p.1405.)
Reaching th is conclusion, the court cited A'aim v. Superior Ccur-z
(IS SI) 1 = S Cal.App.Jc 752, 7 = 3 - 770 in which Chat ccur: stated:

"Even though 'acader.ic freedom' may be used tc shield
r.cr.academic and ir.sidicus -.ctives for denying tenure [,] . . .
in California the festerinc cf academic excellence finds
support in the constitutional right cf privacy." (Id.)

I t does net appear that these cases are en pcint cr helpful in
it =—s cf arguing that California case law co-pels pre-"
publication disclosure cf such deliberative processes as
protocols . If anything, they co-pel the opposite conclusion.

The ccur: did quote the U.S. Supreme Court case cf
Unisersizy cf ?szz.syL%-zs.iz. v. HOC, supra, stating:

"Finding that there is.neither a qualified common law
privilege against disclosure cf confidential peer review

against disclosure cf such documents, the Suorerr.e .Court held
thai a university does not enjey a special privilege
req-uiring a judicial finding cf particvilarired necessity cf
z.cz = s5 beyond a shewing cf -ere relevar.ee, before peer
review -arerials pertinent to charges cf discrimination in
tenure decisions are disclosed to the government agency
charged v i r i enforcing title VTI. In the course cf reaching

the claim ehat confidentiality is essential to the

simply expressed the view cf the ecu— thao the disclosure
cf .-aterials relevant to charges cf racial cr se:cual
discrimination will net lixely be as harmful to academic
inzeresos as had been claimed. • (Id. at pp. I41G-141I.}

~t thus appears that a California court has rsoogniosd the
absence cf an academic privilege in the tenure review context.
"«e could argue, by analogy, that no such privilege should sxisz

In a 13=1 Ncr-h Carolina Court cf Appeals case, plaintiffs^
sought applications for aoorovai for four experiments submitted
for" review zc the Inscitucic-al Animal Cars and Use Ccmiai.~oee
fro-, the University cf North Carolina. {SETA UNC-CI-I, Inc., v.
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.VL-ffi-es (1551) 101 N'.C.App. 252, 355 S.Z.2d 340, 341.] The
Court concluded that since the information ir. the a b d i c a t i o n s
p e r t a i n i n g to the par t i cu la r type cf research p rc j ec t , whether
surgery would be performed, pre and pest operative procedures,
whether the animals would experience pain c r to he euthar.ised
did r.ct contain trade secrets . Sir.cs the information did net
c o n s t i t u t e trade secre ts under the Ncrth Carolina s t a tu t e , the
information should be disclosed.

The Ncrth Carolina Court also dis-pcsez cf the academic
freedom claim as did the Washington court : the Court-found that
i t was bound by the Universizy cf Ps~isyl"aszSs. decision, supra,
and t ~a~*°*~"~* t*"*°*~e vas nc ac=< *̂i3r™"c •̂*-'* v* •̂»'— ̂  (~*~ a~ "̂ "•-"• —
344.)

VTe could conceivably use th i s czse. es au thor i ty to argue
t h a t protocols are discoverable. (See a lso , SZ~.-. UXC-C?:, I~.c.
'-'. sz—ff-Sies (1332) 107 N.C.Aoo. 440, 420 S.Z.2d c7-.} Hcweve~~
s ince the decision aooears ~zc rscuire disclosure cf information

da ta , the coinion dczs not address the de l ibe ra t ive crocess
ercerr,~cion to cur disclosure ac~ . Therefore the C~* v—"~* tv
cou.ld ciscing-uish t h i s case cr. char bas i s .

l i t i g a t i o n a : rhis junozura. Znscead, I recommend pursuing a
?OZA recuesr , and pose-publication recusszs to the Journal and
to the author ( s ) . I maxa this recemmsndazien parc icu ia r ly since
Zr . S t r aus s ' a r t i c l e i s scheduled for publ ica t ion in less than 1
1/2 months, July 133=, and because z'r.s courts seem to uphold the

'— o~ocess cr1.vLj.5ce "*~~ * *
we nave any d i f f i c u l t y obtaining tne protocols , progress anc
f i n a l r eoo r t s , e t c . , af ter publication, we car. sue the FOI.-.
and /c r author at that time. Should ycu have any questions cr
wish to discuss th i s rr.emc, please feel free to c a l l nr.e.

Zncl.

cc: Charlton G. Holland, Sr.AAG
Sterhanie *alc, Supv. DAG

10 .
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National Ins t i tu te cf Health
I-uil'ding 31, ?.cca 2A32
Seihesda, Maryland 208S2

This l e t t e r serves to confirm cur telephone conversation cf
April 23, 133s, and as a formal request for documents under the

University cf California, Riverside, Professor David Strauss
sz~-=d as the lead author cf an article entitled "Comparative '
Mcrts.li~v cf Peccls with. Develccmentai Disabilities in
Ins t i tu t ions and Community" which is scheduled for publication in
the July 1S3€ American Journal cr. Mental Retar'daticn. Dr.
Strauss' cc-auchcr is Dr. Tzd Kastner, Medical Director,
Mcrrisccvn Memorial Hospital, New Jersey. From cur \
correspondence, i t would appear that the principal investigator • \

• en the current NIK grant is Professor Richard Zyman, Director cf ;
the Universitv cf California, Riverside, Life Expectancy Project. ./'.

C- behalf cf cy client, Dennis G. Amundsen, Director cf the
California Department cf Developmental Services (Department) , I
request copies of any and all information in "the-possession cf
the NTH pertaining to this funded grant that resulted in the
above-referenced article, including but not limited to che
fcliowi-g: che grant application, the grant's derivative funded
nencempeting supplemental grant applications, protocols, progress
repcrts , and final repcrts cf any review cr evaluation of grantee
performance conducted cr caused to be conducted by the Department
of Health & Human Services, competing grant applications
( i n i t i a l , competing continuation, and supplemental) for which
awards have noc been mace, evaluative portions cf. s i te vis i t
repcrts , and summary statements of findings and recommendations
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or peer review creeps. Apparently, "ur.cin.c rcr tne article, was
at least in part:, granted by the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development.

You had indicated that from the data, cf the request, your
Office ordinarily taxes aicu- £ t- 10 weeks to provide the
information requested.

ld yI thank-you for your ti.T.e and attention. Should you have
anv cuesticns or recuire additional information, .'olease feel fr
to call me.

"* - • Sincerelv,

D.-_N"IL E. LCNGREN"

a .a

AtDeoucv At tome v Genera'
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National Institutes of Ksaltf
Bethescia, Maryland 2C392

July 19, 1996

Ms. Beverley R_ Meyers
Deputy Attorney General
State of California
Department of Justice
50 Fremont Street, Suit: 300
San Francisco, California 94105-2259

Dear Ms. Meyers:

Please excuse my tardy response tc your Freedcrr. cf Irifo—a::cr. request.

I hav- er.cicsad the most cjrren: (yzzrs 01 and QS) fjr.c'sd gra--t years: awards summary
statsrr.er.ts, progress revie'-s.-'repcrts) for Dr. Richard K. EvTr.an's grant entitled, "Life
Expectancy of Mentaiiy Retarded ?zople." If you --ouid like earlier years, please let me know.

Dr. Davnc Sirauss has been named the new ?.I. fcr this grant. Iris is rejected en the current
ye^r, 09, which has no: been funded at the present time. I will know more about whether the 09
year wiU be funded after our October Council meets. You may wish to make inquiry at that time.

If I can be of further assistance to you. piease contact me at your convenience.

Sincereiy yours,

Carol M. Fiorznce
Freedom of Information Coordinator
National Institute of Child Health

and Human Development

Enclosure



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, PJV±.RSIDi
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Hr. Dennis Amundsen
Depar-meirt of Developmental Se
15G0 Sth Street
Sacranento CA 93S14

rvices

September 5, ISS6
-Dear Mr. Anundscn,

I refer to ycur lat ter cf February 6, requesting copies cf the
original data \:sad in the article hy £r. Kastner and nyself. The
article vas recently published in the Ar-.ericsrs Journal on Merita!
Petardation.

As ycu xncv, the original data en v'r.ich cur calculations were based
are public information frcm ycur C^T. department. I enclose a coov
cf z'r.is c- a magnetic tape. It is in rhe form cf a SAS data file"

w'e regard the derived calculations as vcrx product and hence net in
"he public dor.ain. Nevertheless, r.cw thar the art icle has been
published va are viiling, in the interests cf open c.is~.zs5iz~, to
saJcs zhis vcr!c product available to qualified persons.
Specifically, if an impartial stazis~ici=n or biostatiszician vith
solid credentials vished tc visit cur computer canter, va vculd be
"willing to conduct and display any analyses that interested the
visi tor. Any senior faculty member cf UC Berkeley or UCLA vcuid be
a suitably qualified expert. A member cf your staff vculd be
welcome at the seetine.

We trust that this process viil allay any concerns ycu nay have
recardinc cur research.

Yours Sincerslv,

D W\iJ.Ai ^

David Scraess, Ph.D., J.A.S.A.
/cent.



( l e t t e r t o -Mr. Dennis Asundson, page 2)

Dr. F. De La Cruz, NICHHD
Dr. Richard Zy-an, VCR
Dr. Ted Kastner
Joseph Pres ton, CA£E?C3 .
Dr. Steven Sciroeder, ajJQ
Ronald S a i t a , A?.C
P c l l y Spare, VOH
Fred Taiceniva, UC Counsel's Office
Dr. David Warren, UC3
Dan Western, Ci_?T



Notes from Voice Mail from Dr. .Strauss:

. ••. David Strauss called Saturday, October 13, 1996 to relay his terms for the proposed statistics lab

site visit. Before the visits takes place, Dr. Strauss asked that:

1. Since the visit is a "public interest service," neither he nor the visiting expert be paid.

2. Dept must agree that the report by the visiting expen be "immediately available" to UCR.

3. For the sake of "closure" Dr. Strauss is requesting "written assurance" that the Dept will
"stand by" the findings of the expert visitor.

*.' ' 4. Lastly, Dr. Strauss, reflecting the thinking of his "group"*, suggested that because the
* - . Strauss and Kastner article was reviewed by 10 unpaid, independent, and neutral peer

reviewers, representing three separate journals, who all agreed on the methodological
soundness of the study, there really is no "reasonable issue"' to debate. Can't we so
forward?
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DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
1 SCO 3Tri S7?.z~

TTY 65—2Cr —
(SIS) 65—1297

v^"

October 16, lS?c

Da—'d Scrsuss,
Decarr^c-: of Suzsucs, Roon 2638
Ucive^fr/ of California
Riverside, CA 92521-0138

"De=r Dr. Scauss:

the ^r= b^c;use ac e:gh:-z£IIinc::r tap; Is incospanbis wf i ctr equinms^ I have bssn.
liable :c access the cenrezis of i e ^pe. therefore, ±e bfor—anon confined en the tape has not

.•iJier we have received 2 iseabie for-: of the dzzz. Depanment stanand a qualified
stadsu'eian of ihs Depar—:enr?s choice will be in touch wi± you :o decide a convenien: time to

. member will be in con^c: v,-fai you to arrange for the transfer of the data and establishment of a
visit to UCR to review your procedures.

If you have any questions, piesse contac: Deiores Murrey, Ph.D. at (916) 654-3662.

' Cordially,

DENNIS G. AMUNDSON
Director

"Building Partnerships, Supporting Choices1
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DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
: SCO 9TK STnSHT
:• -1MSNT0. CJ. 2£S;-t

No ve=bsr 22, 199

David Strauss. ?h_D.
Department of 5:adsdcs, Room 252S
University of California
Riverside', CA 92521-0158

The Derailment of Dcveiccmentai Services (Decarnnent) received i e ccmcurer tares
which, according to your assistant. Robert Shaveile. ?h.D.. contain CDER dam used in i e analysis
for ycur ardcie "Ccmparadve Mortality af?tcclc wi i Mental Retardadcn in Insdrrncns and i e
Ccmmuniry." Tzs invoice for 5575 was received en October 22, 1996, and payment was -ailed
en November 18, 1996.

It is nenriy a year since we begin our attempt to collaborate with you to understand i e
specific derails of deaths reported in ycur arn'cie. I would liSt: to set i e record straight regarding
i e Department's vie'.v of your research. Although we are frustrated by your resistance to share
infor—izdon with us regarding i e deaths reported in your ardcie. we in no way quesden i e
integrity- of ycur research or credennais. Specifically, we are perplexed by your assertions, both
puhiiciy, and privately to our stifL that you are willing to cooperate while a: i e same dme i e
Department's efforts to iridate coOabcradcn are condnuaily ±warted.

In your letter of September 5, 1996, regarding i e Department's request for assistance in
understanding the calcuiadons reported in i ; above ardcie. ycu indicated a willingness "to

' conduct and display any analysis'"' i a : interested i e Deparnnsn- In a letter cared October 16,
_ 1996, the Department accepted your invimdon and agreed to visit your stsiisdcs laboratory.
rreparadecs included finding a sui:zbie conrdtant, establishing a 5mdmg mechanism, and
preparing quesdons for discussion.

When I learned i a : you amended ycur invitadon to include several prerequisite conditions,
I and my staff, were baffied. As I understand icse conditions, you insist i a : aciier you nor i e
Department's epicemiological consultant be paid, thai you have "immediate access" to i e
consultant's findings and that you be given, in advance, a "written assurance"' that i e Depamnen:
"standby"' i e consultant's findings regarding i e culculanons used in ycur study. These
prerequisites are not congruous wii i e Department's piirzcsz and interest in visidng i e
University of California. Riverside stadstics laboratory. For cne thing, it is unrealistic to e.-cpect
i a : an ercpert epidemiologist would work for i s Dcpartmer:: for free. Demanding "wriner.
assurance7' from i e Department regarding its acnens in this -4a2er fosters ah atmosphere of
distrust and is a h12b.lv unusual csrr4and in i e ccnte.tt of crsfesrlona! coliabcradoo. I repeat i a t
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the sole nurscse of our visit is tc understand the rezi imoiiccrions of vour study and. to discover the
tsngibic sizes the Department cedd take. If indicated, to reduce consumer risk.

The Denartnient is committed :o finding ways to improve the quality of life for its
cons:s!ers. In that regard, we are interested in s.xarnining the specificcircumstances of the
consumers' deaths reported in your artfe-e. -̂Se." you revered your invitation for a visit to UCR,
Derarznent stiff, on October 30, 1S95, asked you if you wodd share the UCI numbers for czzh.
dzzzzsed consumer in vour srjdy. They have subsequently informed me that you declined to
supply the Depanacnt *iih a !isr of the UCI numbers. Your refusal to supply the UCI numbers is
paradoxical beccuse of your recent comment tc one of our stiff that you wanted to work
coccent-ve-v with the Decarm:er.t. Your *v±izz2Z£S to share the UCI numbers, which are crucial
to rhz Deparzrszt's eiior: to identify the specif c ai^z(s) zr.d circumstances of consumer deaths.
would sie^ai a senuias willinsness to wane cooperativeiy with the Deparnuent on thfs problem.
The Department is eager to move forward in determining where and how suspected risk factors
operate. Are you interested in elaborating with the Department? If so, I wouid appreciate a
timeiy response to our request fcr informan'an.

If you have any aiiesdczs, piaiss ccntac: Deicres Murrey, Ph.D., at (916) 654-5 662.

Sincereiy,

DENNIS G. AMUNDSON' " \
Director


